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adds value to cost reduction
Offshoreenergy.dk must
contribute to joint innovation
to the benefit of the Danish
offshore industry. Innovative
cost reduction yields savings
and competitive advantages
By Glenda Napier, CEO, Offshoreenergy.dk //
Photo: Red Star

Cost reduction is still a key issue for
the offshore industry - and now more
than ever.
Costs can be reduced by traditional means – or by
thinking out-of-the-box and investing in savings. Innovative
cost reduction can lead to more than savings, it can bolster our
global competitiveness and boost the demand for our unique
offshore knowhow and skills.
The ability to develop new solutions is what provides us
with a prime position of strength on the global market. The
ability to foster cost reductions via innovation will cement and
develop this position. That is why Offshoreenergy.dk is working to not only reduce costs, but doing so via innovation.
Innovation is what makes a world-leading offshore industry even more competitive, and that’s why achieving cost
reduction via innovation is the theme of our Yearbook 2016.
As a national cluster organisation, we facilitate strategic
partnerships and collaboration between our members as to
enhance a more innovative offshore sector in Denmark.
I promise you, that if we fail to do so today, we will excel at
it tomorrow. Our raison d'être is to ensure that the challenges
faced by the offshore industry are met with new solutions
focusing on cost reduction and innovation. And we will only
justify our existence once such new solutions are on the market making a clear positive impact on the bottom line for our
members.

MAKING OFFSHORE
ENERGY OBTAINABLE
(AND ONSHORE
LIVING SUSTAINABLE)
See more on ramboll.com/offshore

Enjoy your read.

WE HAVE MORE THAN 35 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS AN INDEPENDENT PROVIDER OF OFFSHORE
AND ONSHORE ENGINEERING CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY.
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Research
creates
value”
Denmark’s Minister for Higher
Education and Science, Ulla Tørnæs,
stresses that it’s crucial that research in
the offshore sector creates new jobs as
soon as possible

The current low oil prices is one of the biggest challenges to the oil/gas industry at the moment, according to Ulla Tørnæs, and it has created a new reality.
By jørgen høg //

The Danish Minister for Higher
Education and Science, Ulla Tørnæs,
is pleased that the offshore industry is
successful and has generated billions in
tax revenue through the years. However, big challenges are looming in the
horizon.
In order to maintain and develop
growth, create better conditions for
companies and thus increasing the
number of jobs in the industry, we need
to strengthen the connection between
innovative science and the jobs being
done offshore.
“The biggest challenge is in
strengthening the bridge of knowledge
between universities and industry to
ensure we make the most of our knowledge,” says Ulla Tørnæs.
“Research creates value. That’s why
it’s crucial that we can turn science

from research institutions into jobs in
the industry. When new knowledge
creates new solutions, the companies
strengthen their competitive edge and
thus boost their profits. That way, current employees can be kept on board
and new ones can potentially be added,”
she says.
Research is critical
According to the minister, Denmark is
getting better at turning science into
growth in the past 15 years and she
hopes to keep it that way.
“It’s the ambition of our administration that Denmark will continue to lead
the way, especially when it comes to
environmentally sustainable practices.
Research and institutional activities in
the offshore sector is crucial to that,”
Ulla Tørnæs says.

She stresses the importance of continuous development in the offshore
industry in order to create growth.
The project FORSK2025 is one of the
catalysts for doing research that can
be converted into jobs. In FORSK2025,
the scientific efforts are prioritized by
businesses, organizations and other
partners.
“The FORSK2025 project ensures
that the amount of money we invest
in science also supports the industry’s
needs,” Ulla Tørnæs says.
Strategic research
In a provisional memorandum the Ministry of Business and Growth has identified a need for more strategic research
in the intersection between productivity
and clusters. Shining a light on those
connections can ensure that develop-

ment happens in a smooth and ideal
way to society that creates growth and
development all over Denmark.
Research in agglomeration, which
is a term for how people and businesses
affect each other when they’re concentrated in close proximity, can support
the cluster effect. According to the Ministry of Business and Growth the benefits to establishing larger cluster environments is a larger labor market that
increases the opportunities for companies to attract highly specialized labor.
“That is the strength of cluster and
innovation networks such as Offshoreenergy.dk: You achieve cheaper and
easier access to infrastructure and services and when several companies in
the same industry collaborate, specialized sub-suppliers can crop up. It can
also improve the separation of produc-

tion processes across companies,” says
Ulla Tørnæs.
Acorrding to the minister, the Technical University of Denmark’s Center
for Oil and Gas is another scientific initiative related to offshore where they do
research in how more oil and gas can be
extracted from the Danish fields in the
North Sea.
Useful innovation fund
Ulla Tørnæs also point out that The
Innovation Fund Denmark (IFD) is an
initiative the industry will benefit from.
Every year IFD funds enterprises that
create growth and jobs through science.
Currently there are 128 projects within
the energy sector valued at DKK 1.2
billion– 21 of those are related to wind
energy with the majority being offshore.
“The projects in IFD are exciting
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New reality – new investments
The current low oil prices is one of the
biggest challenges to the oil/gas industry at the moment, according to Ulla
Tørnæs, and it has created a new reality.
In response to this, the Danish Ministry
of Energy is working closely with the
industry to draw up a joint long-term
strategy for production in the North Sea.
“It’s true that the sector is hurting
from low oil prices but it’s also hurting

from an increased need for new investment because some plants in the North
Sea are getting old. Both the plants and
the infrastructure are in a situation
where they need new investments,” says
Ulla Tørnæs.
The minister also believes that a continuous focus on the wind industry is
important to Denmark.
“There’s no doubt in my mind that
Denmark has to remain a leader in offshore wind. That’s why we’ve entered
a partnership with the other countries around the North Sea in order to
develop the market for offshore wind
energy in the North Sea. The European Commission estimates that wind
energy from the North Sea can generate as much as 12 percent of all energy
consumption in the EU, so there’s still
a huge potential for wind energy in the
North Sea and for Danish companies,”
Ulla Tørnæs says. J

The
Innovation
Fund Denmark

READY TO SERVE

because they connect science with companies or entrepreneurs with a good
idea. That connection is critical in order
to create new jobs and growth – and
that goes for offshore as well,” says Ulla
Tørnæs.
One of the projects backed by Innovation Fund Denmark is ‘Dream Wind’
– a partnership between the wind turbine company Vestas and University of
Aarhus to develop composite materials
for windmill manufacturing.

In 2016, Innovation Fund Denmark will invest DKK 1.25 bn in
new initiatives to create growth and
employment in Denmark.
The fund invests in:
→ your talent
→ your enterprise
→ your collaboration
Innovation Fund Denmark is willing to venture an investment in
your project at an early stage where
others might not be convinced of
its potential: We are ready to take
a chance and run a risk in order to
create growth, employment and
more welfare in Denmark.
→W
 e deliberately use the term
“invest” about the money we

There’s no doubt in my mind that Denmark has to remain a leader in offshore wind, says Ulla Tørnæs

commit to your project:
→ We require neither a stake in the
project nor repayment - our focus
is on your project’s potential to
generate growth and employment. Both before we invest and
during your project. This is why
we follow your project closely
from start to finish to ensure that
Denmark and the Danish society
benefit from your project.
→ We also advise you on Intellectual Property issues, referring you
to expert advisers if you need to
take out a patent or obtain trademark protection.
→ We are committed to making it
easy for you and being available
to answer your questions. We
want to establish an organization
ingness to accept a risk.
Link: www.innovationsfonden.dk

• Klintholm harbour has the shortest
distance and crossing time to
Kriegers Flak
• Locally developed plans are
adopted to enable the placement
of an O & M building with direct
access to the harbour
Read all about the advantages on
vordingborg.dk/oﬀshore

• Possible to establish a helipad
near the harbour
• Klintholm harbour has a stateowned rescue service ensuring
rapid lifesaving response

vordingborg.dk

with little bureaucracy, but a will-

KLINTHOLM HARBOUR
IS READY TO SERVE THE
OFFSHORE WIND FARM
AT KRIEGERS FLAK
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We have to make
room for more
innovators and
inventors
Innovation is essential in a
relatively conservative offshore
industry, according to Maersk
Oil Executive Project Advisor
Kurt Normann Nielsen

"I’m convinced that we have to make room for ‘mad scientist’ types – more so than we do
today. I’m convinced that they’re out there," says Kurt Normann Nielsen
By Jørgen Høg //

Over four decades, A.P. MØLLER MAErsk
has extracted millions of barrels
of oil from the Danish sector of the
North Sea.
And there is still a lot of potential there, according to Kurt
Normann Nielsen, Executive Project Advisor of Maersk Oil.
“We probably won’ t find any new, large fields like the
ones we’ ve come to know through 40 years of production, but there’ s still a lot of potential in extracting oil from
smaller fields in the North Sea. There are small pockets that
we can turn into good fields through our STAR platforms,”
says Nielsen.
As Vice Chairman of Offshoreenergy.dk, he wants
more members to realize the potential in oil extraction from
smaller fields. The potential is there:
“We’re currently aware of 1 billion barrels of oil in the Danish sector of the North Sea alone that we can’t develop ourselves. I hope that the members of Offshoreenergy.dk will see
that they can make money out of this sector. A commercial success that can last longer than it would otherwise,” says Nielsen,
and points out that Maersk Oil’s STAR platform was devel-

oped as a result of innovative thinking in the 1990’s. Nielsen
stresses that there are opportunities in innovative partnerships
between Offshoreenergy.dk members.
“There’s definitely potential in collaborating on innovative solutions. There’s a fine line between cost reduction and
innovation, and sometimes you have to balance unit and
investment costs from the beginning. I hope that small and
medium-sized companies in the cluster will see a future with a
longer expiration date for Danish oil and gas,” he adds.
Innovation leads the way
Maersk Oil has been an active part of the Offshoreenergy.dk cluster for several years and has benefitted from and
contributed to it aplenty. Insights have been gained into how
smaller organizations work and think, with greater awareness of how that mindset can present challenges or limitations. Nielsen is convinced that some challenges can be met by
improving the innovative environment in the offshore cluster.
“I don’t have the perfect recipe for this, but I’m convinced
that we have to make room for ‘mad scientist’ types – more
so than we do today. I’m convinced that they’re out there. The
question is whether they have enough leeway today”.

Aside from making room for quirky
“It creates a community that we benicant element of which is related to
minds, it’s important to make participaefit from in many areas of our organizasafety. But safety issues also mean that
tion in innovative environments a priortion. It creates interaction between peowhen it comes to new projects, innovaity in these fast-moving times.
tion has to be tried and tested,”
“One of Offshoreenergy.
claims Nielsen.
“We are currently aware of 1 billion
dk’s biggest challenges is to
Safety considerations can’t be
barrels of oil in the Danish sector
get its members involved in
ignored - but neither should they
shared innovation. They have
block innovation.
of the North Sea that we
to see the potential in collab“When it comes to safety
cannot develop ourselves.”
oration. I urge current and
issues, the industry has done
Maersk Oil Executive Project Advisor incredibly well at involving peofuture members to participate
Kurt Normann Nielsen
actively in the work of Offshople at all levels. That’s harder
reenergy.dk. We like to be chalwhen it comes to innovation.
lenged,” states Nielsen.
ple that wouldn’t otherwise be brought
Over the years we’ve tried to talk about
together,” says Nielsen.
development when talking about safety.
Early movers
Before every meeting we have a safety
Innovative
moment
Maersk Oil was one of the early movmoment where we discuss these issues.
ers in the Danish offshore cluster, a
Ideally, the community needs to be
Maybe we need to add an innovation
network that has been strengthened
improved through joint innovation and
moment as well,” says Nielsen. J
through the developments in offshore
the sharing of ideas across platforms.
wind energy in recent years, show“Both offshore wind and the offing the potential of synergy across the
shore oil industry in particular have
entire offshore sector.
deeply rooted conservatism, a signif-
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Companies
involved in
Cost Reduction
and Innovation
Forum – offshore

Forum brings results

→ A2SEA
→ Aarsleff

By Jørgen Høg //

→ AAU

Tips to meeting
your potential
Positive experiences have no value
until they’re implemented in the
daily workflow. Do you need help
in incorporating the savings to your
business? Or do you have suggestions to other areas that you want
us to look at the potential for
innovation in?
Contact Christian Munk Jensen at
cmj@offshoreenergy.dk or call
+45 5055 2606.

About
CRIF has looked at wind farms
manned 24/7 and Lean offshore.
Next round of Cost Reduction and
Innovation Fourm will look at
increasing transport asset utilization
by analyzing transportation needs
for maintaining turbines, wins,
foundation and substation; and
analyzing the logistics of O&M ports
with a view to increasing more than
the sailing distance in the choice of
O&M ports and look at operation
improvements in a O&M port.

The results from
the first meeting
of Cost Reduction
and Innovation
Forum (CRIF)
shows potential
gains in
operating
offshore wind
farms and the
implementation
of Lean ideas
Fewer expenses, increased uptime
and increased output. The first results
from Operation & Maintenance (O&M)
Logistic Group collaboration with Cost
Reduction and Innovation Forum are
unequivocal positive:
“We’ve spotted substantial savings
and increased output – and we haven’t
added anything to the process except
from new ways of planning and operating,” says Christian Munk Jensen,
project manager at Offshoreenergy.dk.
The biggest gains come from making better use of logistics expenses by
switching to dual-team shifts. Previously, offshore wind farms were serviced from 7am to 7pm after which

technicians were off duty – by shifting
to another team of technicians after
7pm wind farms are now serviced 24/7.
These recommendations came out
of CRIF activities and were formulated
by members of the Offshore cluster
“It increases the wind turbines’
uptime. By round the clock service
issues can be handled faster with technicians available for much greater periods of the day,” says Christian Munk
Jensen.
“It also reduces the cost of Crew
Transfer Vessels substantially because
a ship can transport two teams of technicians every 24 hours. The bottom
line is an additional 12 hours costing
just 30 percent of the first 12 hours.”
Cause for optimism
Not all wind farms can achieve the
same savings but they could potentially find other ones. Nonetheless,
there’s potential for improvements,
according to Christian Munk Jensen
who is optimistic about reaching the
industry goal of reducing costs by 40
percent by 2020:
“The reduced prices we’re experiencing today confirm that the cost
of establishing and running a wind
farm is decreasing as desired. Generally speaking, the current prices are
actually beating our expectations,” says
Christian Munk Jensen.
His optimism is substantiated by
the fact that the Cost Reduction and
Innovation Forum has found improve-

→ Alphaoffshore
→ Apro Wind
→ Blåholm A/S
→ Blue Water Shipping
→ Dansk Offshore Transport
→ DBB Jack-Up Service A/S
→ Deugro
→ DONG Energy
→ E.ON

ments that, all things considered, will
"In many wind farms, Lean suggestions
have a significant effect on the profit
implemented continuously can potenmargins of offshore wind farms.
tially create another 440,000-910,000
“If you implement the changes sugeuros in savings annually while Lean
gested by the group in a typical wind
implemented from the beginning of
farm of 400 MW, it will potentially repthe O&M period can potentially bring
resent savings of 130,000-520,000 euros
in savings of 250,000-1,370,000 euros
and a production increase of 3.76-7.62
annually,” Christian Munk Jensen
GWh. On top of this additional gains can
says. Apart from tangible savings and
be achieved by running Lean processes
increased output, gains can be made by
on technician visits
collaboration and
– by preparing the
"We have seen substantial knowledge-sharing
technicians’ gear
between members.
savings and
before they clock in
“For the particincreased OUTput"
and placing their
ipants it has been
Christian Munk Jensen,
bags in the order
project manager an educational
they leave the vessel,
experience. They’ve
the actual hours worked are increased.
learned new things about each other
and other parts of the value chain which
A leaner Wind Industry
is useful for future collaborations,” says
Lean suggestions implemented continChristian Munk Jensen.
uously can potentially create another
“We’ve seen several examples of par440,000-910,000 euros in savings annuticipants being able to identify savings
ally while Lean implemented from the
and optimization in each other’s organbeginning of the O&M period has the
izations. Quite often, it’s easier to idenpotential to bring in savings of 250,000tify inefficient or unsuitable behaviors
1,370,000 euros annually,” Christian
from an outsider’s perspective.” J
Munk Jensen says.

→ Energinet.dk
→ Envision Energy
→ Esvagt
→ Global Wind Service A/S
→ K2 Management
→ Maersk Broker K/S
→ MHI Vestas Offshore
→ Niels Winther Shipping
→ NT-Offshore
→ Port of Esbjerg
→ Port of Grenaa
→ R&D A/S
→ Rambøll Offshore Wind
→ Semco Maritime
→ Shoreline AS
→ Siemens Wind Power
→ Syddansk Universitet
→ Thomas-as
→ Total Wind
→ Uni-Fly A/S
→ Valling Ship Management ApS
→ Vattenfall
→ VB Enterprise
→ World Marine Offshore
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YOUR TRUSTED ADVISOR IN SOLVING
TOUGH OFFSHORE CHALLENGES

Offshore wind

Offshore oil & gas

Reliable in experience and technology
Endress+Hauser has a wealth of know-how, products and services to support the Oil & Gas industry.
Part of

- Advanced Technology Group

Whether upstream or downstream, we tackle your specific challenges with a spirit of partnership and

© DHI / Photos: ©Shutterstock

enthusiasm.
Our expert engineering, open standard technology and reliable field instrumentation can enhance and
Our knowledge of water environments is second-to-none.
It represents more than 50 years of dedicated research and
real-life experience from more than 140 countries.

improve overall plant safety. Factory-trained staff are available worldwide to support you throughout
the entire life cycle of your plant. Endress+Hauser, partnering to save your time and money.

www.dhigroup.com
Endress+Hauser A/S
Poppelgårdvej 10-12
DK-2860 Søborg

Telefon +45 70 131 132
Fax
+41 70 132 133
info@dk.endress.com
www.dk.endress.com
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World
Wide
offshore
partner

and cooperation
The offshore
energy sector
– both Oil &
Gas and Wind
– is facing great
challenges, but
for different
reasons

By Anders Eldrup, Chairman of the board
at Offshoreenergy.dk //

For Oil & Gas the low prices have
caused significant challenges. Investments in new fields have been reduced
significantly. Lay-offs are the rule of the
day. Looking further ahead new challenges arise. It seems that the transition
to a more sustainable energy production
is well under way.
The two biggest energy consuming
countries in the world – China and USA
– are both changing their energy policies these years: Next year, China will
launch a national cap-and-trade scheme
expected to push investments towards
non fossil energy sources. In USA;
the coal industry is suffering severely
because of low gas prices and government regulations.
So the question to the industry is: Will
the good old days with high oil prices
ever come back?
For Offshore Wind there will be a
golden growth period until 2020. What
happens after 2020 remains quite uncertain; governments might decide to
reduce the subsidies which will impact
the growth of the industry. And maybe a
new challenge will come from another
renewable source, namely solar.
Challenging times
We have recently seen dramatic cost
reductions in solar energy production.
Electricity auctions in USA, Mexico,
Bahrain and other places have seen solar
outperform both Wind and fossils sub-

"In Denmark we have a strong cluster consisting
of some of the crucial players in the offshore
energy sector," Anders Eldrup says

stantially. So it is challenging times all
around for the offshore industry.
The initial answer is cutting costs, as
we have seen in many companies. A logical and necessary first step.
But it cannot stand alone. Cutting
costs needs to be followed by innovation. We have to find smarter and
cheaper ways of producing offshore
energy, and we have to find it in the
entire value chain: Turbines, towers,
foundations, the electrical system, logistics and many other areas.
The task is tough, especially for
the individual company. That’s why we
need cooperation. All participants in the
entire value chain have a part to play.
The larger companies in the industry
can do a lot on their own, but they cannot transform the entire industry. It is
important to establish close cooperation
between the big companies, the SMEs,
universities, technology centers, test
centers and the public sector. Joining
these competences gives innovation the
ideal room to prosper.
We have a strong Danish offshore
cluster with the crucial players in the
offshore energy sector participating.
That is a good starting point. Next step
is to improve the way we cooperate and
innovate. Offshoreenergy.dk has an
important part to play in facilitating and
supporting cooperation in the sector,
keeping the offshore energy sector competitive and vibrant for years to come. J

• Classification, Certification, Surveys &
Approval
• Quality, Environmental, Health & Safety
Management
• Training and Consultancy
• Technical and Technological Innovation:
Energy Efficiency & Environmental Friendly
Solutions

Visit us on

www.bureauveritas.com · www.veristar.com

Advertisement // oil & gas

HSE TRAINING MADE
DIGITAL, SMART
AND CONSISTENT
Cadpeople is a technology-led visual
communication agency with 25 years’ experience.
Our e-learning specialists are among the most
experienced in the offshore industry and work with
international clients like MHI Vestas Offshore Wind,
Maersk Training, Siemens Wind Power and DONG
Energy Wind Power – just to name a few.

An e-learning solution from Cadpeople
Improves learning through
visualisations and interaction
Ensures consistent training on
all your locations
Replaces all your training papers
and slideshows
Learn more about e-learning for the
offshore industry here:
hse.cadpeople.com

Think inside the box.
The new SWT-8.0-154

Can a new turbine deliver greater business benefit and
investment security with only minimum upgrades? Yes, it can.
The new SWT-8.0-154, the latest addition to the Offshore Direct
Drive platform, delivers more energy using certified, proven
technology and re-using most of the components and supply
chain as its predecessors. Because “thinking outside the box”
sometimes means looking inside it.
How can e-learning help your organisation?
Contact Thomas Juel at +45 2014 6601
or tj@cadpeople.dk to discover the possibilities.

siemens.com/wind
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LET’S GET
MORE OUT OF
THE NORTH SEA
FIRST CHOICE
FOR ALL YOUR
ENERGY NEEDS

- ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL
• Engineering & Development
• Advisory & Inspection
• Installation & Service
• Manpower & Turn-key solutions

ALL NRG A/S
Tel.: +45 7010 1022
contact@allnrg.com
www.allnrg.com
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Competitive edge requires
strategic innovation

// OFFSHORE

Director Bo Cerup-Simonsen
of Technical University of
Denmark (DTU) and Anders
Schmidt Kristensen of
Aalborg University Esbjerg
both see opportunities and
challenges in the offshore
industry
By Jørgen Høg //

Strategic innovation is an essential component
as the Danish Offshore Industrys strive to become more
competetive.
Aiding the industry in that quest is the main objective for
the The Danish Hydrocarbon Research and Technology Centre
(DHRTC), Technical University of Denmark – Oil and Gas.
Bo Cerup-Simonsen, Director at DHRTC, heads the search
for new solutions to increase theextraction of natural resources
from the North Sea. One essential element is making the
industry and researchers better at collaborating.
According to Bo Cerup-Simonsen, one of the big challenges
in collaborations between the industry and academica is making the goals, concept of value and reward system comparable:
“The offshore industry and the academic researchers have
developed very different cultures. To make this collaboration
work – which is crucial – you have to understand both systems
and either change them or create an interface that ensures an
efficient partnership,” he says.

Big challenges
One way of improving the level of research and innovation in
offshore oil/gas and wind energy is to improve governance and
processes.
“You can’t do traditional top-down management to create
new solutions. You have to create a space where ideas can be
born and matured freely by researchers and inventors, while
ensuring that the work programs can be directly applied by
using ‘real’ data and interacting with the end user,” says Bo
Cerup-Simonsen.
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A list of challenges are named in a report
on offshore wind energy from The University of Southern Denmark (SDU):
•	The Triple Helix approach has to be
united – not fragmented as it currently is.
•	Governance has to be strong – not
weak as it currently is.
•	Strategic innovation has to be open
and focus on the entire ecosystem of
business development – not closed as
it currently is and focused on own
business development initiatives.
•	Networks have to collaborate – they
can’t be the islands they currently
are.
Solving those challenges is one of the
big tasks for everyone involved in the
Danish Offshore Industry.
“One important part is to make data,
issues and testing possibilities accessible,” Bo Cerup-Simonsen says.
“At DHRTC we’ve developed a specific organizational model where ideas
are explored broadly, selected and
focused on direct application to cre-

ate new solutions. We’re privileged in
that we have a large network, can utilize data from the North Sea and have
strong interactions with the end users.
Researchers are free to apply their specific competencies and pursue their
own ideas in strong networks, but their
work is integrated and matured towards
application along with a development
team to ensure an effective feedback
loop between research and application,”
Bo Cerup-Simonsen says.
Better collaboration
Strategic innovation is also very much
on the agenda with Head of Campus
at Aalborg University Esbjerg, Anders
Schmidt Kristensen: He too hopes to see
the industry and academia collaborating
better, but he shares the concern regarding the challenges:
“The offshore industry is characterized by a certain level of secretiveness
and limited access to data and observations. The complexity and accessibility
of offshore systems requires massive
investments by the companies. Invest-

ments, they naturally want to profit
from. Add to that the relatively large
potential rewards from optimization/
innovation, and you create an industry
with a limited innovative development
environment,” says Anders Schmidt
Kristensen.
Additionally, the industry is characterized by a high degree of regulation
and legislation such as certification
comming from high-risk investments.
That makes academic research more
sluggish.
“Researchers often lack access to
data in real time and it can be hard for
innovators to test new technologies
and get them approved,” says Anders
Schmidt Kristensen.
He would like to see more specific
partnerships between the players and
a mutual balancing of expectations to
counter the sluggishness and secretiveness and he calls for venture capital to
establish open offshore test installations
where new ideas can be screened faster
than today. J

Your Safety
is our business
- Worldwide.
Trust Us.

"You can’t create new solutions
via traditional
top-down management"
Bo Cerup-Simonsen, DTU

Falck Safety Services is the global leader in
offshore and maritime safety training.
Last year more than 350,000 people in 19 countries
trusted us with their lives.

Trust in a safer world.

www.falcksafety.com

E-mail: globalsales@falcksafety.com I Tel.: + 45 76 12 13 14

11213 · VISION
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gets its own scale-up center
New offshore Scale-Up Centre in Esbjerg aims to create a
hotbed for 25-30 smaller companies to help them accellerate
growth. The Danish Business Authority and the five Danish
regions have invested millions in the offshore cluster

”We’ve successfully
created elite environments in the
sports world. Now
we’re doing that for
the business world”

By Jørgen Høg //

panies that have already been through a
which will in return support the continDenmark’s offshore cluster will
course at Scale-Up Denmark have a lot
uous growth of Scale-Ups.
soon get its own Scale-Up Centre aimto offer,” Anders Hoffmann says.
Furthermore, bringing companies
ing to accellerate growth in companies
that are successful in creating value
with huge growth potential.
Growth is a shared goal
and new jobs together has a contagious
Offshoreenergy.dk, Esbjerg BusiScale-Up Offshore will benefit the
effect – one that Anders Hoffmann,
ness Development, The South West
industry as a whole, both small and
Vice President at the Danish Business
Jutland Development Forum and the
large companies. By collaborating they
Authority, is keen to emphasize.
energy company SE will collaborate on
can solve cost reduction challenges and
“When someone does something
establishing one of the Danish Busilearn from other members’ experiences
well it encourages others to try it for
ness Authority (Erhvervsstyrelsen) and
thereby increasing innovation in the
themselves. That’s why it’s so important
the five Danish Regions' 10 regional
company and connecting key
Scale-Up Centers aiming
personnel through specific proat accelerating growth in
”Scale-Up helps investors make returns,
jects. The combination of specompanies with growth
elected
leaders
serve
their
electorates
and
cific projects and key personnel
potential..
increase tax revenues, educators to get
is the key to making the cluster
The objective for
a base for Scale-Up Denmark,
Scale-Up Denmark is to
broader research funding and place
says Daniel Isenberg, PhD and
boost the growth of Danish
students in relevant jobs and
professor of entrepreneurship at
and foreign elite entreentrepreneurs to get wealthy!”
Babson University:
preneurs and smaller
“Creating an economic cluscompanies by connecting
Daniel Isenberg, Ph. D. professor of entrepreneurship
at Babson University ter requires a range of dispascaleable companies with a
rate stakeholders – researchers,
few select training centers
media, bankers, large corporate
to increase their access to
executives, public leaders, culture influthat the new business incubators create
funding, knowhow and other services.
encers, educators, investors, economic
a healthy culture and pass on the torch,”
Success is contagious
development specialists, and entreprehe says.
neurs – to align around a specific objecScale-Up Denmark is inspired by
By anchoring the Scale-Up concept in
tive. The objective must be clear and
Team Denmark’s work with turning aththe offshore industry cluster, the ecosysmeasurably achievable and of course,
letes into top athletes.
tem of the industry gets a vital injection.
bring benefits to all of the stakeholders
“The Scale-Up program provides
Not only will the scaleable enterusually in different ways. One of the few
expert knowledge and training proprises in the oil&gas or wind industry
such broadly convening objectives is the
grams tailored to the individual busiget the best conditions for growth; the
need for more and more regional comness. We also bring companies together
demand-driven innovative solutions
panies to grow more and more rapidly”,
so they can learn from each other and
from the scaleable enterprises will
Daniel Isenberg says. J
gain experience. More experienced comstrengthen the established companies,

Anders Hoffmann,
Vice President at the Danish
Business Authority

Scale-Up
Denmark:
→ Established by the Danish
Business Authority and the five
regions of Denmark as a joint
program from 2016-2019.
→ The goal is that 75 percent of
participating companies experience an annual growth of 20 percent after the end of the project.
→ Denmark’s total of 10 Scale-Up
Centres are co-funded by the

“The biggest potential for growth for
Scale-Up companies lies in solving
the challenges facing the large
companies in the industry”.
Glenda Napier, CEO Offshoreenergy.dk

European Regional
Development Fund.
→ www.scale-updenmark.com
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Niels Duedahl, SE

"Digitalisation and new
technology provide totally
new opportunities"

Next Step
Challenge

By Jørgen Høg //

"Digitalisation and new technolSocial responsibility and growth.
ogy create totally new opportunities for
These were two of the main reasons why
meeting existing demand and questionenergy company SE created the Next
ing existing business models not only
Step Challenge.
within telecommunications and energy,
"We wanted to show social responbut also for the offshore industry. And
sibility and ensure growth and develbecause it concerns 'radical innovation'
opment within our area, and to expand
or 'disruption', there's a lot of value in
our own ability to innovate by working
finding new, innovative businesses that
with innovative businesses and talthink out of the box and are not conents within energy and digitalisation,"
strained by existing
says SE's CEO Niels
"We want to bring new life business models,"
Duedahl.
he says.
The first three
to an industry
SE has gained
years with Next
under pressure
considerable inspiStep Challenge have
SE's CEO Niels Duedahl, ration and more
already yielded a lot
on the reason for innovation power
of know-how and
engaging in Next Step Challenge
from deploying the
development.
tactic, not only from a pipeline of over
"SE simply cannot generate all the best
750 innovative business ideas over three
ideas or know the answer to all our own
years of the Next Step Challenge, but
problems as an energy and telecoms
also from working closely with selected
group," states Duedahl.
businesses in Esbjerg. Duedahl refers
"Working with world class entrehere to several joint development propreneurial businesses has enormous
jects, in which the entrepreneurial busivalue for us. We are constantly learning
ness and SE generated relevant knowand can enhance our own innovation
how and learning.
process, whilst entrepreneurial busi"The business concerned was able
nesses gain a unique platform on which
to validate its business idea, whilst
to develop their product and SE stays on
we were able to try out new ideas and
the leading edge within our industry,"
gain input into how we could improve
comments Duedahl.
our solutions. We also enjoyed truly
The offshore industry, with the backexciting dialogue with well-established
ing of Offshoreenergy.dk, will now be
businesses such as Cisco, Intel, HP and
part of the Next Step Challenge concept
Grundfos through the programme," he
via the Scale-Up Denmark initiative
added.
launched by the Danish regions.
Duedahl believes that experience
According to Duedahl, that makes a lot of
gained from the Next Step Challenge
sense, and he can see a number of likecan be relatively easily applied to the
nesses between SE's problems and those
offshore industry.J
of the offshore industry.

→ F ounded in 2012 in cooperation
between SE, Region Syddanmark
and Accelerace
→8
 00 applicants from 75 different
nations since the first challenge
in 2013
→3
 2 companies participating
→5
 0 new positions nationally and
internationally
→5
 alumni companies are
established and work from
Esbjerg
→S
 mart Energy & Digitalization is
brought into focus due to SEs
branch, Next Step Challenge
→ In 2015 Bang & Olufsen A/S
obtained their own branch by
Next Step Challenge focusing on
Sound & Home Integration

YOUR TRANSPORT SPECIALIST
Service and quality in transport and logistics requires a strong team. At Blue Water Shipping you find an
experienced and skilled team of professionals offering our clients complete and tailormade solutions.
For more than 40 years Blue Water Shipping has been involved in transport to the Oil, Gas and Energy industries.
Blue Water Shipping offers transport of all types of project cargo – not only huge, out-of-gauge units, but all types of cargo
demanding special solutions.
In addition to freight forwarding we offer complete project management, and our range of services include offshore base
facilities, warehousing, stevedoring, port agency and chartering.

→W
 inner of Nordic Startup Award
in 2015 and 2016 for best Danish
accelerator program
→ In 2014 Teleskin won with their
application SkinScan
→ In 2015 TableGrabber won for
their software RezGuru

Links:
www.nextstepchallenge.com
www.scale-updenmark.com
www.certware.com
Blue Water Shipping A/S | www.bws.dk
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Denmarks national cluster and innovation
network for the offshore industry
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Good advice
for a winning
collaboration

1. Hold on to your original idea
that prompted you to wish to do

By Thomas Poulsen //
PhD fellow global Wind energy shipping and
logistics research, Aalborg University

research or innovate. Do not try

Get the basics right
before you spend time
and effort applying
for funding to support
your research and
innovation needs.
Here are eight pieces
of good advice for a
winning collaboration

application process

to “fit” your idea into a
particular funding source or

2. Carefully select your project
partners and consortium set-up
3. Be clear on what your goals and
objectives are. Discuss these
up-front with the other project
partners
4. Understand the key performance
indicators of the other project
partners
5. Agree on a task allocation
between the project partners.
Assign leads and supporters for
each gate and milestone
6. Understand the available funding
options. Pick the right one. And
then jointly write the best
application!
7. Assign strong people to the
project who can not only meet
your own goals and objectives.
Also focus on including
people who may bring the
learning back to your organization. And share the learning as

WE BUILD TRUST
AND CONFIDENCE
Driven by our purpose of safeguarding life, property
and the environment, DNV GL enables organizations to
advance the safety and sustainability of their business. Operating in more than 100 countries, our professionals are
dedicated to helping our customers in the maritime, oil &
gas, energy and other industries to make the world safer,
smarter and greener.

well as new knowledge
generated!
8. Ensure strong team delivery of
each work package and
deliverable within the project to
reach the best results. Encourage strong project management
discipline. And follow through
on the required project report-

In the energy industry
DNV GL delivers world-renowned certification, testing
and advisory services to the energy value chain including
renewables and energy efficiency. Our expertise spans
onshore and offshore wind power, solar, conventional
generation, transmission and distribution, smart grids,
and sustainable energy use, as well as energy markets
and regulations. Our 2,500 energy experts support clients
around the globe in delivering a safe, reliable, efficient,
and sustainable energy supply.

In the oil and gas industry
DNV GL is the technical advisor to the oil and gas industry.
From project initiation to decommissioning, we enhance
safety, increase reliability and manage risks in projects and
operations. Our oil and gas experts offer local access to
global best practice in every hydrocarbon-producing country. Driven by a curiosity for technical progress, we provide
a neutral ground for collaboration; creating competence,
sharing knowledge and setting industry standards. Our
independent advice enables companies to make the right
choices. Together with our customers, we drive the industry
forward towards a safe and sustainable future.
For more information contact:
DNV GL Denmark A/S
Oil & Gas:
Tel: +45 79 12 86 00
Energy:
Tel: +45 39 45 48 00
www.dnvgl.com

ing requirements of the funding
provider

SAFER, SMARTER, GREENER
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”There is a huge potential”

Michael Larsen,
UAS Denmark

The Danish drone network UAS Denmark
sees potential in its science and
innovation network. The Danish offshore
cluster would be an obvious partner
By Helle Bak Klausman //

drones in New Orleans. Michael Larsen
Drones are a good example of an
is convinced that the members of UAS
invention with a potential for developDenmark get a lot from networking:
ment and applications that's hard to
“Several meet new partners and
fathom.
potential clients; creating a network
In Denmark; the industry meet
stretching far beyond Denmark’s borthrough the network UAS Denmark.
ders. We’re building bridges globally,”
UAS is short for Unmanned Aircraft Syshe says.
tem (usually called 'a drone') and UAS
Denmark is both a knowledge network
Clusters collaborate with clusters
to UAS organizations; the entry point to
UAS Denmark doesn’t just focus on
the industry for the press and other relegrowth of their own cluster.
vant parties; and the Danish UAS indus“There are sevtry’s shared platform
eral other clusters
for political conver“Offshoreenergy.dk is an
that are attractive
sation and relevant
obvious
partner
since
for us to partner
authorities.
there’s an enormous
with. We already
Plenty of interests are at stake in
potential in developing collaborate quite
UAS Denmark. This
drones tailored to the a bit with Robocluster helping us
is where the scienoffshore industry.”
with new technoltific and innovation
environment meet
michael Larsen, uas denmark ogy for the drones.
A cluster such as
both small companies
Offshoreenergy.
and large Danish and
dk is an obvious partner since there’s
international corporations, operators
an enormous potential in developing
and private as well as official users.
drones tailored to the offshore indus“When different technologies and
try where accessibility is a huge issue.
applications mingle we see a big potenThere are several possibilities and we’re
tial open up creating plenty of innovaprivileged in that the UAS technology
tion across industries and professions,”
can be used by countless industries,”
says Michael Larsen, Head of Operasays Michael Larsen.
tions and Projects at UAS Denmark.
Drones are already being looked at
AUS Denmark facilitates events
in Offshoreenergy.dk as a part of Cost
attracting participants from the rest of
Reduction and Innovation Forum where
Europe and the US. The network also
there’s a great potential for savings and
participates in trade shows abroad such
improvements in visual inspections
as the world’s largest trade show for

of offshore windmills and rigs. Drone
assisted corrosion tests of offshore
structures are also being investigated. J

!
NYHED

Kurser i ActSafe Ascender og
GWO Basic Maintenance Training
Rescue Center Denmark har solid erfaring i kurser og pakkeløsninger til vindmøllebranchen. Som noget nyt tilbyder vi nu Basic Maintenance Training (BMT) efter den
nye GWO standard og kurser i brug af ActSafe Ascender både til Equipment lifting
og Personel positioning.
GWO Basic Maintenance Training

ActSafe Ascender kurser til vindmølleindustrien

• Hydraulics 2 dage

• ActSafe Equipment lifting 1 dag

• Mechanical 2 dage

• ActSafe Personel positioning/Inside towers 3 dage

• Electrical 3 dage

• ActSafe Personel positioning/Outside/Blades 4 dage

ActSafe kurserne gennemføres i samarbejde med Zülau. Rescue Center Denmark er
godkendt af ActSafe Sweden som ActSafe Training Provider.

Rescue Center Denmark
Storstrømsvej 39
6715 Esbjerg N
Phone 7913 4555

Kontakt John Møller Jensen, Tlf. 3046 4880, jmj@rescuecenter.dk

www.rescuecenter.dk

Does oil and gas production
have a future?

About
→ UAS Denmark is a network for the
Danish UAS industry. The cluster organization was founded by
Hans Christian Andersen Airport

Naturally.

in Odense in November 2012
and is still located at the airport. Today there are 114 Danish
and international members that
represent the entire value chain:
researchers, operators, produc-

ABB provide cost sustainable technology solutions that support our oil & gas customers tough business challenges.
Short and long term cost reductions are secured by early engagement of ABB as dedicated provider of integrated
solutions and services that optimizes total cost of asset ownership. Our broad portfolio includes Electrification,
Automation, Instrumentation, Telecom and not at least the integration that forms a complete and cost efficient
asset operation. www.abb.dk

ers, authorities, private companies and end users. The network
is based on industry and research
qualifications in software, robot
technology, sensor technology
and development of materials.

ABB A /S
Tel. +45 4450 4450
E-mail: contact.center@dk.abb.com

The Accessible
FE ENGEL
SAFETY+

We deliver quality products, consultancy, service and technical
solutions within the fields of instrumentation, control, valves and
calibration to nearly all industries and processes.
For the Oil & Gas industry we supply the following
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flow measurement
Pressure measurement
Level measurement
Temperature measurement
Radiation-based measurement
Valves, Control, on/off, Safety, Regulator,
Check, Bypass and SIL Valves

• Calibration equipment for pressure
and temperature
• Calibration and service on-site
• Engineering
• Consulting
• Training and education
• and more...

OE_augus2016.pdf 1 24-08-2016 10:29:33

Contact us at

FE ENGEL WORKWEAR
– et sikkert valg
FE Engel™ Safety+ giver beskyttelse mod de
mange risici, som dine medarbejdere kan blive
udsat for. FE Engel™ Safety+ er svært antændelig
og beskytter mod farer, der kan opstå som følge
af strålevarme, ild, svejsning og lysbuer, og har
desuden antistatiske egenskaber. Derudover
giver FE Engel™ Safety+ beskyttelse mod
kemikaliestænk samt øget synlighed i kraft af
fluorescerende materiale og refleksstriber.

Insatech A/S
Næstvedvej 73C
4720 Præstø
Denmark
Tel. +45 5537 2095
mail@insatech.com
www.insatech.com

Se nærmeste forhandler på www.fe.dk
F.ThyBOrøn
Engel K/S · Norgesvej
Haderslev
POrT 12 · 6100
Tel: +45
96 900 323
Tlf. (+45) 74 22 35 10 · Fax (+45) 74 22 35 19
Tankskibsvej 4· www.fe.dk Mail: ts@thyboronport.dk
fe@f-engel.com

DK-7680 Thyborøn

Web: www.thyboronport.dk

Base Port Installation
Base Port Crew transfer
Base Port O&M

NorthSea Offshore Service
Group is a service cluster offering a one point of contact
to offshore specialists, constructions companies and
maritime service providers located near Port of Thyborøn.

FURUNO Mobile Communication

- the best communication solution for any challenge

C

M

Y

Skagen

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

Digital
Analogue
Dispatching/tracking solutions
Esbjerg
København
ATEX & Non ATEX
People Tracking
Radio Survey & VDR APT
Coastal Monitoring system
Alarm Handling
World Wide Service for all Navigation and
World
Wide service
Communication systems, VDR APT and Radio Survey
FURUNO DANMARK A/S

Hammerholmen 44-48, 2650 Hvidovre, Denmark
Phone: (+45) 36 77 45 00
E-mail: furuno@furuno.dk
www.furuno.dk

H. E. Bluhmesvej 77, 6700 Esbjerg
Phone: (+45) 75 13 22 66
E-mail: esbjerg@furuno.dk

P O R T

NorthSea offShore Service
Group offerS eaSy acceSS to
more thaN 30 hiGhly Skilled
compaNieS

and laddersystems for crew
and supply boats.

It’s the mission of NorthSea
Offshore Service Group to
offer support and service to
energy-, wind- and offshore
companies with a flexible,
We represent a wide range non-complicated and openof products and services i.e. minded approach.
service agreements, site management, port supply, lo- We want to make it attracgistic solutions, cable instal- tive and cost effective to use
lation, subsea preparations, the Port of Thyborøn as your
grouting, Diving and ROV next hub or destination for
Technologies, Hydraulic so- assembly, discharge, repair
lutions, turnkey solutions or service.

NORTHSEA
OFFSHORE
S E R V I C E G R O U P

COMPLOT.DK 15067.550

Process Instrumentation for Oil & Gas

We have more than 25
years of experience with
process instrumentation
and automation

North Sea Base Port

Værftsvej 4, 9990 Skagen
Phone: (+45) 98 44 16 54
E-mail: skagen@furuno.dk

www.NSoSG.dk
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Innovation has to be
an integral part of
the Danish Offshore
Cluster. It is what
makes us globally
competitive – and we
have a lot of potential
By Jørgen Høg //
photo: carsten ingemann

Smart methods and technological
development has had significant
importance to Danish offshore for
more than 40 years.
But there is still a huge potential in launching more
innovative projects to reach the goal of cost reduction that
drives the Oil & Gas and Wind industries.
“Innovative solutions could still make a significant difference
to the Danish offshore Industry,” says Glenda Napier, CEO, Offshoreenergy.dk:
“The Danish offshore sector is unique; we have major
players, world leading OEM’s and 50 years of experience. And
nowhere else is both Oil & Gas and Wind so integrated in the
entire supply chain as in the Danish offshore sector. There is a
true potential in developing partnerships and collaborations in
the offshore cluster,” she says.
The industry clearly expects Offshoreenergy.dk to facilitate
and create the framework for new, innovative cost reduction
solutions across the sector:
“We have to deliver on solutions that make a real difference
to the industry,” Glenda Napier says.
Clear strategy
Offshoreenergy.dk’s strategy focuses on three areas of action:
• Cost Reduction and Innovation Forum (CRIF)
• Internationalization with a close-to-market focus
• Strengthening the ecosystem in the offshore cluster
“The entire Danish offshore cluster has a distinct focus on cost.
You can’t get ahead just by saving. However, lowering costs

"We'll never get ahead just by cutting costs. By investing in
innovative cost reduction we are not only improving
business today but shaping the business of tomorrow,"
says Glenda Napier, CEO Offshoreenergy.dk

through innovations reduces costs and builds innovative solutions for tomorrow,” Glenda Napier says.
CRIF’s first projects have shown that there’s an unfulfilled potential for innovation. That potential has to be realized
through an increased collaboration where the largest companies
in Danish offshore find solutions to their challenges through
partnership with universities, specialists and small startups.
“Collaborations create the innovations that drives growth,”
says Glenda Napier:
“The challenges facing the major players could be the raw
material for the next innovative company. Collaboration is key,”
she says.

Partnerships create growth

vative partnerships characterizing a
invest in to encourage innovative
strong and well-run cluster. It’s impergrowth the whole industry can benefit
Establishing the Scale-Up Denmark
ative that some of the big, established
from.
center in Esbjerg will strengthen the
companies have an open, colecosystem in the offshore cluster. From
“Innovative minimization of costs is the competi- laborative culture where they
share both challenges and
here, Offshoreenergy.
tive edge of the future.”
knowledge with the rest of
dk, Business Development Esbjerg and SydGlenda Napier, the cluster. Challenges; other
CEO of Offshoreenergy.dk members of the cluster can
vestjysk Udviklingsfoaddress in creating growth
rum in collaboration
through new go-to-market solutions,”
“By linking the offshore cluster to
with SE will head one of 10 innovasays Glenda Napier. J
the growth accelerator that Scale-Up
tion centers that the Danish Business
Denmark is, we will strengthen innoAuthority and the 5 Danish Regions
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North Sea oil is
part of our future

”Offshoreenergy.dk is the most important cluster
for matchmaking between producers, suppliers and scientific
organizations particularly in the oil/gas and wind energy
industries. As a member of the cluster, FORCE Technology
has a unique opportunity to reach the entire value chain and
take advantage of our knowledge alongside other companies
with a joint goal of reducing "Cost of Energy" in a sustainable
way.”

Svend Lykkemark
Christensen,
CEO, Danoil
Exploration A/S
Tel.: +45 21 40 70 31

Ernst Tiedemann, Force Technology,
Member of the Board at Offshoreenergy.dk

“Natural oil and gas resources are not inexhaustible. We
have to make the most of them. If we want to provide
energy, growth and wealth for this generation and for
our descendants, we must use nature’s gifts wisely.
This requires loyal cooperation and genuine partnerships. Between the politicians, who make the rules, the
authorities who enforce them and the oil companies,
who follow them. Only if we all work together, we can
ensure a sustainable future.”

56283
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”Driving down the cost of energy to
a level which makes offshore wind power affordable is a
task for the full value-chain - all the way from politicians
to energy companies, financiers and the complete supplychain. The Offshorenergy.dk organisation is an enabler
for MHI Vestas Offshore Wind A/S to work together with
customers, turbine, balance of plant and infrastructure
suppliers, as well as other stakeholders across the offshore
industry.”

Get your Tax
Act together.

Torben Hvid Larsen, MHI Vestas Offshore Vind
Member of the Board at Offshoreenergy.dk

”It is essential to Siemens Wind Power
to have an organization that can facilitate innovation work
across suppliers, competitors and costumers.
Offshoreenergy.dk does just that. As a neutral entity,
Offshoreenergy.dk is the important driver that can help push
and nudge all industry players in the right cost reductive and
innovative direction.
As OEMs we all know the importance of continuing
improvement but find it hard to allocate the time to do so in
the busy work day. When it comes to technologies that are
not directly core competence/deliverables, Offshoreenergy.dk
is the perfect vehicle to drive cost reduction projects that will
benefit all members."
Jesper Møller, Siemens Wind Power
VICE CHAIRMAN OFFSHOREENERGY.DK

Deloitte has a locally placed tax department in Esbjerg specialised in helping companies
working on offshore wind parks. We assist with company taxes and handling personal
income taxes for the employees. We collaborate with other Deloitte offices world wide.
Contact persons:
Tax partner Tom Eriksen: teriksen@deloitte.dk
Tax consultant Christina Hansen: chrishansen@deloitte.dk
Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited

Danoil Exploration A/S is a wholly owned
subsidiary of OK
The company is engaged in oil and gas
exploration and production in the North Sea.
Danoil Exploration owns a 1.69 % share of
the South Arne field and achieved first oil
in July 1999.
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Shell GameChanger

Marian Marino
→M
 anager of GameChanger at
Shell since 2013.
→M
 arian Marino is leading a
team of innovators that look for
and develop radical ideas that
have the potential to drastically impact the future of energy.
GameChanger is part of Shell
Technology Center in Amsterdam.
→S
 he is a chemical engineer from
Central University of Venezuela
with a PhD from the University
of Maryland and has 29 years
of experience in the oil and gas
industry.

The executive
management
at Shell doesn’t
pick which
ideas to work
on – they have
a department
tasked with
finding the
frog with the
potential to
become the
next prince
By Helle Bak Klausman //
photo: SHELL

At Shell Technology Center in
Amsterdam the department of good
ideas is called Shell GameChanger.
Here, the employees don’t work on
minor improvements of gas stations
for instance, but on big and revolutionary innovations that can change energy
production itself or the way it is being
stored. In other words: “They want to
change the game”.
GameChanger was founded in 1996
as an in-house innovation program
but Shell eventually realized that even
though the company has many expertise's, there are a vast number of intelligent and innovative resources available
in the outside world that can add value
to the company. So the program opened
to external sources.Marian Marino is
manager of GameChanger and oversees
the department of eight employees.
“Today we have a global network of
spotters to keep an eye on ideas that can
be great for us.,” says Marian Marino.
GameChanger receives about 500
proposals a year both internally and
externally.
“The projects we take on have to live
up to four requirements: It has to be an
idea that has never been seen or used
before. The idea has to generate great
value. It has to be possible to execute on
the idea and finally – will Shell have a
substantial interest in implementing the
project?”
First floating LNG
One of the first GameChanger-projects
to come to fruition is related to LNG
(Liquefied Natural Gas), a process in
which natural gas is cooled to -161 °C
which makes the gas condense and
thus taking up 600 times less room
which makes transportation easier and
cheaper.

Prelude is a gigantic floating LNG (FLNG) platform and
currently the largest floating object ever created

the dinosaur, the employee found a rubPrelude is a gigantic floating LNG
ber granule that can soak up the water
(FLNG) platform and currently the
from the oil and substantially increase
largest floating object ever created. Its
the lifetime of the well.
first stop will be 200 km off the coast of
A joint venture between a producer
northwestern Australia where it will be
of solar energy and Shell seems like
connected to the submarine production
an odd match, but when it comes to
system of the Prelude field. The Prelude
GameChanger there are no limits as to
will make it possible to exploit smaller
who they will partner up with.
and less accessible offshore gas fields.
Extracting oil and natural gas
That makes Shell the first company caparequires so much
ble of producing,
energy that the
condensing, storing
"Today we have a global
industry itself uses
and transporting liqnetwork
of
spotters
to
keep
an
upwards of 10% of
uefied natural gas at
eye on ideas that can be great the production. In
open sea.
collaboration with
The
for us"
Shell, among others,
GameChanger proMarian Marino, manager,
the private comgram is unique and
Shell GameChanger
pany Glasspoint
tailored to Shell but
has developed solar
much of the inspigenerators specifically for oil fields.
ration comes from Silicon Valley. “We
Their thin, curved mirrors concentrate
wanted to bring Silicon Valley and the
the rays of the sun and turn water into
mindset of “learning by doing” to Shell,”
vapor that is then injected into the
Marian Marino says.
ground to heat the oil for increased flow.
The mirrors are housed in large greenSolar energy in the oil industry
houses to protect them from sand and
wind. In sunny locations 80% of the curA perfect example of development and
rent gas consumption can be replaced
innovation across departments and
by solar energy and though gas will still
industries came when a Shell employee
be needed at night, the remaining savpurchased a rubber dinosaur in a
ings can be sold.
toy store that expands in water and
“It’s all about finding the frogs that
ended up with a revolutionary invencan turn into princes,” Marian Marino
tion – of course with support from
says, “and the GameChanger program has
GameChanger: The older an oil well is,
made Shell remarkably better at that.” J
the more water it will hold. Inspired by

GameChanger has
four requirements
for the ideas they
evaluate:
1. Novelty – is the idea fundamentally different?
2. Value – could the idea generate
substantial new value?
3. Ability to execute – can the
concept be proven?
4. Why Shell? – does this play to
Shell’s strengths and strategy?

If the idea is
suitable for further
investigation there
are the ways to
proceed:
1. Proprietary – the idea is acquired
by Shell and they develop it.
2.Licensing – this is particularly
applicable when joint capabilities
and development are needed.
3. Venturing – a new company is
set up to bring the idea to
market.
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About Danish
Food Cluster
→ Established by the food industry
in collaboration with universities, the government and the big
organizations.
→ Has over 140 members that
accounts for 75 percent of the
combined revenue of the Danish
food industry
Lone Ryg Olsen, CEO,
Danish Food Cluster

The members in Danish Food Cluster have an
opportunity to collaborate and create innovative
solutions . The cluster also creates more visibility,
knowledge and inspiration for its members.

→ 61 percent of the members are
small and medium-sized companies, 14 percent are organizations and 12 percent are scientific
institutions

We can do extraordinary
Offshore can also learn from other industries. One of Europe’s
leading dairy producers, Arla, has played a role in creating
Danish Food Cluster. The cluster-collaboration’s strength lies
in Denmark’s strong culture of collaboration
When Danish Food Cluster CEO Lone
Ryg Olsen is branding her cluster
abroad, she stresses that Denmark has a
unique ability to innovate through collaboration.
“When an international company
becomes part of the cluster they’ll have
access to the entire Danish innovation
system and we use that in our branding.
The system is, if not world class, then
in the European top as shown in several
benchmarks. Simply put, we’re better
than anyone else in Europe at innovating in the food industry, not because
one company or one educational institution is extraordinary but because we’re
extraordinary together,” she says.
From the beginning a company like

the dairy corporation Arla has been a
strong driver in creating Danish Food
Cluster. Arla has positioned itself as one
of Europe’s largest dairy companies and
as one of Denmark’s biggest corporations they have achieved plenty through
consolidating.
Arla's position in the Danish Food
Cluster help them to overcome the
global competition.
Particular Danish culture
“Arla realized that Denmark has a strong
culture of collaborating and helping
each other become stronger. That is
what Danish Food Cluster does – and
that way we brand each other globally,”
Lone Ryg Olsen says.

This is anchored in a long history: the
Danish co-op movement, tradition of
collaboration and being a small country
with limited natural resources – and the
offshore industry can draw a parallel to
that as that culture also exists within
them.
“I don’t think there’s a single industry that won’t benefit from this since it’s
part of our the Danish DNA. It influences the way we educate ourselves
and behave in the workplace. There’s a
low level of hierarchy where everyone
is invited to give their input. We’re used
to drawing ideas and innovation from
wherever they may be,” Lone Ryg Olsen
says.”
The members have an opportunity

things together
to collaborate and create innovative solutions through Danish Food Cluster. The
cluster also creates more visibility, knowledge and inspiration for its members.
Lone Ryg Olsen measures the quality
of the collaboration by asking her members or measuring the relevant, international benchmarks for the cluster.
“We’ve seen tangible examples of
companies that have innovated or have
started a partnership that otherwise
wouldn’t have been,” says Lone Ryg Olsen.

By Jørgen Høg //

large player they see it as an opportunity
to give their customers an experience and
access to the latest in foods.
“At the same time, Bilka does something good for a food company they
rely on. For the smaller companies, it’s a

She believes that the cluster adds
value that is hard to find elsewhere - providing the members make an effort.
“There are no cluster organizations
where you simply pay your membership
fee and reap the benefits. You only get the

"We’ve seen tangible examples of companies that have innovated
or have started a partnership that otherwise wouldn’t have been"

Lone ryg olsen, ceo, danish food cluster

Bilka leads the way
She refers to Danish retail giants Dansk
Supermarked as a good example of food
cluster collaboration. Their largest store
concept, Bilka, has created specific areas
reserved for smaller, innovative food
companies to present their innovations.
The area is provided free of charge for
the small food company and all profits
go to the companies while Bilka doesn’t
make anything from it. However, as a

chance to reach the consumers which is
usually a barrier of entry for food companies, especially the smaller ones that can’t
afford it,” says Lone Ryg Olsen.
Danish Food Cluster initially had
60-70 members but today there are more
than 140 members – and there’s potential
for many more, according to Lone Ryg
Olsen.

benefits when you’re dedicated, participate in events and contribute. As in all
networks, the magic doesn’t just appear
out of the blue the day you join. The
members have to have a desire in investing in the cluster – if they do, I can promise a great return on the investment.” J
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Ocean Team Scandinavia:

By Jørgen Høg //
photo: Carsten Ingemann

Water in motion

Sihm Højtryk is your preferred partner
in high-pressure technology, offering
unique custom build pumping solutions
from world-leading brands.

provides visibilit y and
listens to its members
Ocean Team
Scandinavia has
been a member
of Offshoreenergy.dk since
the beginning.
The dividend has
been primarily
a large and
intricate network
that creates
opportunities for
cooperation

vidual companies would find difficult."
"Through Offshoreenergy.dk Ocean
Jens Peder Thomsen expects the other
Team Scandinavia has become visible
members in the cluster to participate
not only in the industry, but throughout
and be proactive in bringing value to the
Denmark, which has created a very large
cluster.
and profitable network for the company.
"A cluster creates nothing if the clusVisibility also has a positive effect on
ter members dont participate and chip
our customers consider us a dynamic
in," he says.
and innovative enterprise. It has allowed
Ocean Team Scandinavia has for
us to work even more closely with our
several years actively participated in the
customers," says Managing Director of
groups to share its experience in estabOcean Team Scandinavia, Jens Peder
lishing new markets and creating
Thomsen.
innovative solutions and patents.
Through the internationalization
Ocean Team Scandinavia has also been
group Offshoreenergy.dk has helped
very active in connection with idenOcean Team Scandinavia establish intertifying workable
national contacts
challenges in the
– for instance with
industry - chala local partner in
"A
cluster
creates
nothing
lenges which should
Brazil.
if the cluster members be included in Off"The network in
dont participate"
shoreenergy.dks
Offshoreenergy.dk
Jens Peder Thomsen, Ocean Team projects that are
helps us cope with
Scandinavia
important for the
the international
members, says the
challenge. Members
director.
are much stronger
He emphasizes that Offshoreenergy.
and better prepared to make strategic
dk helps to make a significant differpartnerships in other countries and
ence.
markets," says Jens Peder Thomsen.
He emphasizes a significant difThe company has been a member
ference in the way Offshoreenergy.dk
since the cluster's launch, and was one
operates.
of the companies that backed the off"Compared to other associations and
shore centers initial funding.
network industries this cluster listens to
"The need for a center of technolthe members: What do they want, what
ogy, knowledge and sparring remains
are their challenges - how can we best
as strong as ever. Offshoreenergy.dk
help. As a member you fell unique and
provides a platform, where people in the
included - and that is a big difference,"
industry can meet and establish conJens Peder Thomsen says.J
tacts, networks and find solutions and
opportunities together, that they as indiJens Peder Thomsen, Managing Director,
Ocean Team Scandinavia.

All-round high-pressure specialists

SIHM HØJTRYK A/S

Highly trained specialists guarantee
unmatched levels of service and
responsiveness 24/7 - 365, taking
technical assistance and reliability to
new heights. Innovative in design and
market leaders in performance
combined with fast delivery, save you
both time and money. Building highpressure is our business!

High-pressure cleaners up to
3.000 bar/44.000 psi
High-pressure test equipment up to
7.000 bar/ 102.000 psi
Tank cleaners
High-pressure hoses and fittings
Chemical injection systems
Personal protection equipment
Qualified by Achilles JQS
ISO 9001:2008 certified by DNV

Guldborgsundvej 3 · DK 6705 Esbjerg Ø
Tel +45 75 15 9700 · www.sihm.dk

Sales, service and rental of equipment

to industries with high demands on safety, quality and performance.
HYTOR specializes in design and construction of customized solutions for the oil and gas
industry and in unique tool solutions for the wind energy industry.
Our solutions are also available for rent and are of course in accordance with high
international standards, such as PED and ATEX.
Oil & Gas
•
Hydraulic control
•
Chemical dosing
•
Chemical injection
•
Pressure test
•
Gas boosters
•
Instrumentation
•
Hydraulic tools
•
Service of hydraulic and chemical systems
•
Service of pumps and constant flow valves
•
Platform surveys for optimization purposes
•
Bolt tensioning with certificate
www.hytor.com

Wind
•
Torque tools
•
Tensioning tools
•
Fully automated pumps
•
Nut splitters
•
Nut runners
•
Hydraulic jacks
•
Flange alignment tools
•
Flange spreading tools
•
Bolt tensioning with certificate

Oil & Gas

Wind

Industry

Rescue

Rental
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The specially constructed STB’s are a result of
Esvagt’s innovative approach. “A few years ago
we were the only ones who believed that the product would ever come to fruition,” says Ole Ditlev
Jensen about Safe Transfer Boat STB7, a further
development of Fast Rescue Boat FRB15C

Innovation
is part
of our
culture”
Esvagt’s success is a
result of an innovative
approach according to Chief
Commercial and Safety
Officer Ole Ditlev Nielsen

By Jørgen Høg //
photo: esvagt
Ole Ditlev Nielsen, Chief
Commercial and Safety
Officer, Esvagt

The Esbjerg-based shipping company
Esvagt provide safety and services at sea and their Chief
Commercial and Safety Officer Ole Ditlev Nielsen is convinced
that their ability to innovate has set the company apart.
“If we look at our overall business, innovation has
always been important to us. That’s how we’ve been able to differentiate ourselves,” he says, adding:
“You have to be open to new ideas. You can’t just decide that
you want to be innovative.”
Esvagt was established in 1981 as the founders saw an
opportunity in using fishing trawlers and skilled sailors to provide a standby service to the North Sea’s budding oil and gas
industry. The initial ability to spot a trend or an opportunity
has been with the company ever since:
“Over the years we’ve created a culture in the company
where there’s always room for new ideas. Innovation sets us

apart from our competitors without
creating runaway costs,” says Ole Ditlev
Nielsen.
He mentions the company’s Wind
Service Operation Vessels as a successful example of their ability to develop
new services and concepts.
If you wish to innovate you have to
have the end users in mind. In the case
of Esvagt that translates into listening to
the crew at sea: What do they need in a
typical workday? When you innovate to
bring solutions you have to keep the end
user as an integrated part of the processes, Ole Ditlev Nielsen says.
Those who achieve that, have a good
chance of being innovative.

"The companies that develop on shore
for sea use and only trust the design
departments own ideas and knowledge won’t get much further,” Ole Ditlev
Nielsen says.
Better prepared
According to him, managers who talk to
their employees and listen to their needs
are better prepared for being innovative.
“Whenever I disembark from an
Esvagt vessel, I always do so with new
ideas and inspiration from the crew.
That creates a lot of our innovation as long as we remember to implement
the ideas and show our crew, that we
appreciate their commitment to keeping

Esvagt relevant to our customers,” he
says.
Esvagt has been a member of the
cluster Offshoreenergy.dk for several
years. The network adds value to them.
More value could be generated, though:
“The Danish cluster isn't as vibrant
compared to our Norwegian counterparts. They compete against each other
every day but still collaborate when
necessary. In Norway their cluster partnership is world famous even though
some of them are competitors – we’re
not quite there yet in Denmark, where
we keep our qualifications to ourselves,”
says Ole Ditlev Nielsen.
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About Esvagt
forum where you can meet colleagues
In Ole Ditlev Nielsen’s opinion the bigthat contribute with different sets of
gest challenge to the cluster is promotskills,” says Ole Ditlev Nielsen.
ing the qualifications that potential cliAccording to him, it’s important that
ents get from Danish companies.
both large and small businesses are part
“We have to create the framework
of the cluster.
in the areas where it adds real value. We
A cluster without the most influenhave to make sure that the Danish
tial and essential
cluster promotes
players won’t add
the skills we have
"The product we can provide any real value or
within the network,” he says.
when we’re united can be both results,” he points
out.
Esvagt has
better and cheaper"
If Offshoreenbenefitted greatly
ole ditlev nielsen, esvagt ergy.dk is able to
from being a
pick projects that
member of Offbenefits both the
shoreenergy.
buyer and seller, the potential in the
dk, learning from their colleagues and
partnerships created in the cluster is
counterparts’ way of overcoming chalhuge. A company like Esvagt always
lenges.
has to weigh in on where to use our
One of Esvagt’s business areas is
resources because there’s a need for
Offshore Maintenance in wind farms
more work than we can take on alone.
located far from shore.
The network meetings have to create
“We are doing well on our own in
value,” says Ole Ditlev Nielsen. J
many areas, but in other areas it is absolutely vital to have partnerships and a

→ Esvagt was established in 1981
by transferring the skillset of able
seamen to a different industry.
Initially using transformed fishing
trawlers, Esvagt provided standby
services in the oil and gas industry.
→T
 he Esvagt fleet today comprises
of 43 vessels of all types – all
specialized: ERRVs, Multirole
vessels, Wind Service Operation
Vessels and CCVs and ships specifically designed for oil production in the Arctic seas. The latest
invention is a unique service
concept for far shore wind farms.

Networking, Networking,
The yearly matchmaking events OWIB and OGIB organized
by Offshorenergy.dk are definitely in the high-end of
our priority list, says Adam Piotrowski, Marketing and
Communications Manager at BIC Electric

By jørgen høg //

Networking: a word everybody working in sales knows as the art of generating leads which could become new customers, if you play your cards right.
“Networking is a powerful marketing and sales tool,” says Adam Piotrowski,
Marketing and Communications Manager, BIC Electric: “But you have to be ‘out
there’ for the magic to happen. That is
why we prioritize OGIB and OWIB,” he
says.
Through membership with Offshoreenergy.dk BIC Electric is offered a vast
number of different networking activities.

“The B2B events such as OWIB and
OGIB are definitely in the high-end of
BIC Electric priority list. The opportunity
to set up 15-minute-long speed-meetings
with highly relevant companies is a huge
advantage over other types of events.
With good planning, you can get up to
16 productive face-to-face meetings with
companies, any one of which which could
end up becoming a valuable customer in
your future project pipeline,” says Adam
Piotrowski.
The merit in the membership in Offshoreenergy.dk lies not only in the gener-

ated business but also in the opportunity
to share knowledge and learn from others, improve the company branding and
expand and reinforce the professional
network.
“It is extremely rare to generate a customer from a lead after one single meeting. Sometimes you get lucky – other
times nothing works. But you still get the
opportunity to present your product or
service, and you learn about the current
industry challenges and opportunities
by listening to others’ experiences,” says
Adam Piotrowski.J
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in offshore wind power
With a global position of strength in
the field of offshore wind energy and
expectations for significant growth
worldwide, there is every reason for the
Region of Southern Denmark to invest in
the area. Stephanie Lose (V), Chair of the
Regional Council, lays out the Region’s
strategy for the area
Stephanie Lose, Chair of the Regional
Council of Southern Denmark
By Jørgen Høg //

What is the most significant reason
behind the Region of Southern Denmark’s decision to invest in the offshore industry?
"The Region of Southern Denmark
is recognized as having a strong global
position in offshore wind
energy. And the sector is expected to
show significant growth in the immediate future.
There is thus appreciable potential
for increased production and exports for
the Danish business community – especially companies in Southern Denmark,
where more than 40 per cent of all Danish offshore enterprises are based.
The offshore industry is a key sector
in the Region of Southern Denmark, and
it has undergone remarkable development over the years, with players proving to be skilled at identifying new technologies and remaining competitive. For
example, the challenges linked to the
increasing difficulty of accessing oil in

the North Sea have powered the cultivation of new technologies and extraction
methods. They have also laid the foundations for new skills in the Danish oil
and gas industry that have subsequently
been utilised at international level.
Another significant aspect for the
sector is the fact that Denmark has test
facilities such as Lindø Offshore Renewables Center and DTU Wind Energy,
the largest knowledge centre for wind
energy in the world.
However, the sector must take care
not to rest on its laurels. Even though
Denmark has held a leading position in
the offshore wind industry since the late
1990s, we must work hard and continue
to invest so as to maintain this prestigious position. Additionally, the Region
has taken on responsibility for investing in the sector because of its unique
relevance to growth and jobs – not just
locally in the region itself, but in the
whole of Denmark.

Over the years, the Region has built up
a strong working relationship with offshoreenergy.dk, which serves as a key
link between the Region and enterprises
active in the field of offshore energy. It
is important for us to have an organisation with the capacity to establish
working relationships centered on
innovation between enterprises and
knowledge institutions that can act as a
meeting point for all parties in the value
chain: from research and innovation,
through sales and exports, to international partnerships with companies and
universities.
What return is the Region looking
for on its investment?
By investing in the offshore sector, the
Region is looking to help tackle some
of the great challenges facing the sector, and thus contribute to generating
growth and jobs in offshore enterprises.
It is important to emphasise that our

investments are not earmarked exclusively for businesses based in Southern
Denmark; in our view, our investments
should benefit the entire Danish offshore industry.
How much has the Region invested
to date – and how much does it
envisage investing over the coming
years?
Since 2009, the Region of Southern Denmark has invested approximately DKK
100 million in various offshore related
development projects, such as the establishment of Lindø Offshore Renewables Center, and business development
projects for the Danish offshore wind
sector as a whole.
Where are the investments primarily
to be used?
The intention is for the investments to
continue to benefit our offshore oil and
gas industry, and to boost the offshore

wind service industry. It is important to
maintain Southern Denmark’s commercial strength and skills in the offshore
sector, so the investments should ideally
help meet the challenges that the industry will inevitably encounter. We in the
Region of Southern Denmark have identified challenges such as a lack of qualified labour, threats to competitiveness
from high costs, and unexploited potential for more SMEs to access the export
market.
What is the ultimate goal?
The goal of the Region of Southern
Denmark’s investments is to boost
growth in turnover for the Danish Offshore sector by 15 per cent, and to help
increase exports from Danish offshore
enterprises – likewise by 15 per cent - in
2020.J
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Offshoreenergy.dk
– benefits of
membership

Offshoreenergy.dk is the national cluster and
innovation network for Denmark's offshore
industries within oil & gas, wind and wave energy.
The network consists of businesses, universities,
consultants, investors and other organisations
and stakeholders within offshore, and membership
includes the following benefits:

Access to the latest industry intelligence via the 'Cost Reduction
& Innovative Forum' and other development projects throughout the offshore sector.

Access to the latest know-how as a participant in projects, or by
reading minutes and reports from projects in the members' section of the website.

Becoming part of an important interactive network consisting
of around 250 members, with many opportunities to meet, such
as annual conferences. A source of synergy-giving input and
business opportunities from other offshore businesses, academic
institutions, organisations and investors.

Access to an international network of contacts and the chance
to join targeted campaigns aimed at certain countries at market
level.

Regular updates on the latest innovative cost reduction solutions throughout the offshore industry, and insight into how
to exploit synergies across the entire sector.

The opportunity to profile your business to potential customers
and partners on Offshoreenergy.dk’s website, social media, in
newsletters and dialogue with the media in general.

The opportunity to take part in and influence innovation partnerships and other activities facilitated by Offshoreenergy.dk to
tackle the problems of the future for the offshore cluster.

The opportunity to profile your business via meetings and events
– e.g. as a host or expert speaker.

Participation in financed development projects, in which partnerships between businesses, academic institutions and stakeholders can enhance innovation and thus competitiveness.

Up to 50% discount on a wide range of B2B events, including OWIB,
OGIB and WEIB – plus free participation in the Annual Conference
and Annual General Assembly.

The opportunity to use the Offshoreenergy.dk network and
consultancy on subsidies and development projects.

Access to the latest intelligence from Offshoreenergy.dk's Board
of Directors and Advisory Boards.
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Denmark’s national

cluster organisation
and innovation network
for the offshore sector

Leading adviser
in Offshore Energy
Bech-Bruun is one of Denmark’s leading legal advisers in Offshore Energy. We advise on offshore and nearshore wind projects, oil and gas pipelines and exploration and production of oil and gas. As legal advisers we
have participated in the majority of offshore energy projects in Denmark.
Bech-Bruun’s energy team consists of leading legal specialists whose joint expertise and skills cover every
energy related issues. We ensure that our clients always receive the highly specialised advice required for
finding efficient and innovative solutions.
Our expertise makes us a natural business partner. Read more on www.bechbruun.com.

Offshoreenergy.dk · Dokvej 3 · DK-6700 Esbjerg · Denmark · Tel +45 36 97 36 70 · E-mail: info@offshoreenergy.dk

STYRK DIN KONKURRENCEEVNE MED INNOVATIVE LØSNINGER
Vil du styrke konkurrenceevnen
uden at gå på kompromis med
kvaliteten.
Lindpro er certificeret og løser dine
opgaver med højtuddannede specialister inden for industri, marine
og kommunikation – Både on- og
offshore.
Lad os hjælpe med at skabe
energi til mere.

El-installationer • Industriinstallation • Off-shore •
Marine • Brand- og tyverisikring • Adgangskontrol
• Talevarsling • Tv-overvågning • BMS- og CTS-anlæg • Tele- og datainstallationer • Automation •
Energioptimering • Service

WANT TO REDUCE COSTS AND DOWN TIME?
Automatic Lubrication Systems designed
for Jack-up systems, Cranes, Skidding
systems, Winches etc.
We offer full system implementation
from design to commissioning. You
get a number of cost advantages:

 Less downtime
 Reduced grease consumption
 Reduced man hours
 Better equipment lifetime
 Short payback time
Contact: info@masytec.dk
Phone: +45 4345 8866
Web: www.masytec.dk

SKF Lubrication
Systems Distributor

index
– members of
Offshoreenergy.dk

Get members info directly on
your smartphone via qr code
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A/S Oilpower Hydraulics
Skippergade 7 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 12 55 55
www.oilpower.dk

Applus RTD Denmark A/S
Skippergade 1 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 13 00 50
www.applusrtd.com

Avimar ApS
Aabygade 10 // 8300 Odder
+45 77 34 65 88
www.avimar.dk

Bureau Veritas Marine & Offshore Division
Vestrebrogade 149 // 1620 København V
+45 77 31 10 00
www.bvhse.dk

Ce-Tec A/S
Kirkegade 9, 2.sal // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 74 78 35 64
www.ce-tec.dk

DAN-EX Electric A/S
Grønlandsvej 11 // 4681 Herfølge
+45 56 21 35 00
www.dan-ex.dk

Contact person:
Torben Møller-Jensen, CEO
tmj@oilpower.dk

Contact person:
Otto Teglgaard Ravn, BUA Manager
otto.ravn@applusrtd.com

Contact person:
Viggo K. Dahm
vkd@avimar.dk

Contact person:
Bengt Sangberg, Marine Chief Executive
bengt.sangberg@dk.bureauveritas.com

Contact person: Carl Ejner Andersen,
Managing Director
cea@ce-tec.dk

Contact person:
Finn Simonsen, Direktør
f.simonsen@dan-ex.dk

A2SEA A/S
Kongens Kvarter 51 // 7000 Fredericia
+45 75 92 82 11
www.a2sea.com

ARBEJDSMILJØEksperten A/S
Auktionsgade 3 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 82 36 36 70
www.ameksperten.dk

Bech-Bruun
Langelinie Allé 35
2100 København Ø // +45 72 27 00 00
www.bechbruun.com

Bøgetorp ApS
Åstvej 10B // 7190 Billund
+45 20 53 00 65
www.bogetorp.dk

CLEAN
Vesterbrogade 1E
1620 København V // +45 38 40 54 23
www.cleancluster.dk

Danish Export Association
Lysbrohøjen 24 // 8600 Silkeborg
+45 86 81 38 88
www.dk-export.dk

Contact person: Gina Nielsen,
Senior Marketing Coordinator
gni@a2sea.com

Contact person:
Henrik Gliese, Direktør
hg@ameksperten.dk

Contact person:
Jette Rohde Pedersen, Sekretær
jhp@bechbruun.com

Contact person:
Dennis B. Ellebæk, Partner
dbe@bogetorp.dk

Contact person:
Kim Fredenslund, CFO
kif@cleancluster.dk

Contact person:
Ulrik Dahl, Managing Director
ulrik.dahl@dk-export.dk

ABB A/S
Øresundsvej 11 // 6715 Esbjerg N
+45 XX
www.abb.dk

Ardex Skandinavia A/S
Marielundvej 4 // 2730 Herlev
+45 44 88 50 50
www.ardex.dk

BIC Electric - Baltic Industries &
Consulting A/S Springbankevej 14
7323 Give // +45 70 22 41 05
www.BIC-group.com

Bølgekraftforeningen
Lyngbyvej 347b // 2820 Gentofte
+45 21 62 23 47
www.waveenergy.dk

Clemco Danmark ApS
Niels Bohrs Vej 40
8660 Skanderborg // +45 70 13 10 30
www.clemco.dk

Danish Marine & Offshore Group
Nørremarksvej 27 // 9270 Klarup
+45 98 31 77 11
www.offshore-denmark.dk

Contact person:
Ken Larsen, Vice President
ken.larsen@dk.abb.com

Contact person:
Michael Nielsen, Adm. Direktør
mn@ardex.dk

Contact person:
Jens-Chr. Møller, CEO
jcm@BIC-electric.com

Contact person:
Christian Nereus Grant, Formand
board@waveenergy.dk

Contact person:
Frederik Nielsen, General Manager
Frederik.Nielsen@clemco.dk

Contact person:
Mogens Tofte Koch, Managing Director
mk@tofko.dk

Advokatpartnerselskabet DAHL
Dokken 10 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 88 91 90 00
www.dahllaw.dk

Askalon AB
Generatorvej 8A // 2860 Søborg
+45 70 70 12 75
www.askalon.dk

Blue Company ApS
Boven 11 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 20 83 83 53
www.blue-company.dk

Cab-Dan ApS
Mådevej 80 // 6705 Esbjerg Ø
+45 75 45 48 28
www.cabdan.com

Colding A/S
Agern Allé 3 // 2970 Hørsholm
+45 45 76 20 61
www.colding.com

Danish Wind Industry Association
Rosenørns Allé 9, 5.
1970 Frederiksberg // +45 33 73 03 30
www.windpower.org

Contact person:
Dan B. Larsen, Advokat / Partner
dbl@dahllaw.dk

Contact person:
Kim Thygesen, Account Manager
kim.thygesen@askalon.dk

Contact person:
Orla Møller, Direktør
om@blue-company.dk

Contact person: Jørgen Aagaard
Jakobsen, Adm. Direktør
jaj@cabdan.com

Contact person:
Jørgen Colding-Jørgensen, Director
jcj@colding.com

Contact person:
Jakob Lau Holst, Vicedirektør
jh@windpower.org

Alflow Scandinavia as
Industrivej Vest 36 // 6600 Vejen
+45 76 96 21 30
www.alflow.dk

Atcom ApS
Storstrømsvej 9 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 76 12 32 00
www.atcom.dk

Blue Water Shipping
Trafikhavnskaj 9 // 6701 Esbjerg
+45 79 13 41 44
www.bws.dk

Cabicon a/s
Kobbervænget 5
5492 Vissenbjerg // +45 76 23 44 00
www.cabicon.com

Comtec Int. A/S
Vesterhavsgade 153
6700 Esbjerg // +45 75 12 09 30
www.comtecint.dk

Danoil Exploration A/S
Åhave Parkvej 11 // 8260 Viby J
+45 89 32 22 11
www.danoil.dk

Contact person: Jens Martin Andersen,
Managing Director
jma@alflow.dk

Contact person:
Michael Thisgaard, Owner
mt@atcom.dk

Contact person: Jacob Kjærgaard,
Business Development Manager
jac@bws.dk

Contact person:
Søren Haslev, Electrical Engineer
sh@cabicon.com

Contact person:
Morten Espersen, Managing partner
morten@comtecint.dk

Contact person: Svend Lykkemark
Christensen, General Manager
slc@ok.dk

All NRG Group A/S
Sdr. Kajgade 7-9 // 8500 Grenaa
+45 87582810
www.allnrg.com

Atkins Danmark A/S, Olie & Gas
Dokvej 3, Sektion 1 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 52 51 90 00
www.atkins.dk

Blaaholm A/S
Limfjordsvej 13 // 6715 Esbjerg N
+45 75 19 54 27
www.blaaholm.com

Cadpeople A/S
Saltholmsgade 22 // 8000 Aarhus C
+45 87 32 39 00
www.cadpeople.dk

Contopi ApS
Ryttervej 6 // 5700 Svendborg
+45 22 66 46 38
www.contopi.com

Danperform
Rolfsgade 153 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 30 22 79 90
www.danperform.com

Contact person:
Ken Sørensen, CEO
kks@allnrg.com

Contact person: Mogens Zoll Hundahl,
Head of Department
mogens.hundahl@atkinsglobal.com

Contact person:
Torben Blaaholm, CEO
tb@blaaholm.com

Contact person:
Thomas Juel, Partner, Sales Director
tj@cadpeople.dk

Contact person: Martin J.
Skov, Managing Director
martin@contopi.com

Contact person:
Sigurd Bløndal, Senior Partner
sb@danperform.com

AM-gruppen A/S
Skolegade 81 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 70 10 77 01
www.am-gruppen.dk

Atlas Copco Rental
Naverland 22 // 2600 Glostrup
+45 43 45 46 11
www.atlascopcorental.dk

Brunel Denmark Aps
Havnegade 39 // 1058 København K
+45 70 20 32 10
www.brunel.dk

Carl Backs A/S
Malervej 10 // 6710 Esbjerg V
+45 75 15 11 77
www.carlbacks.dk

COPCO A/S
Vestkraftkaj 4 C // 6701 Esbjerg
+45 75 13 60 11
www.copco.dk

Danske Bank
Strandbygade 2 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 45 12 65 00
www.danskebank.dk

Contact person:
Carsten Ditlefsen, Partner, director
carsten@am-gruppen.dk

Contact person: Michael Nøhr-Petersen,
Territory Manager
michael.nohr-petersen@dk.atlascopco.com

Contact person:
Britta Sanchez
denmark@brunel.net

Contact person: Anders Winther
Larsen, Managing Director
awl@carlbacks.dk

Contact person:
Flemming Copsø, Managing Director
fc@copco.dk

Contact person: Palle Guldager Kristensen,
Head of Business Banking
pak@danskebank.dk

AMU-Vest
Spangsbjerg Møllevej 304-306 //
6705 Esbjerg Ø // +45 79 14 03 22
www.amu-vest.dk

ATPI Denmark A/S
Havnegade 35 // 1058 København K
+45 33 91 59 15
www.atpi.com

Bufab Danmark A/S
Roholmsvej 12A // 2620 Albertslund
+45 43 62 44 11
www.bufab.com

Caverion
Vejlevej 123 // 7000 Fredericia
+45 76 23 23 23
www.caverion.dk

Dan Vals A/S
Kabdrupvej 2 // 6100 Haderslev
+45 73 57 57 57
www.danvals.dk

DAVINCI development a/s
Hedegårdsvej 9 // 7190 Billund
+45 76 50 28 50
www.davinci.dk

Contact person:
Torben Pedersen, Direktør
tp@amu-vest.dk

Contact person:
Jim Larsen, Sales Manager
jim.larsen@atpi.com

Contact person:
Torben Sten, Key Account Manager
torben.sten@bufab.com

Contact person:
Karsten Krogsøe, Sector Manager
karsten.krogsoe@caverion.dk

Contact person:
Heidi Moisen, Sales Manager
hem@danvals.dk

Contact person:
Ole Lykke Jensen, Managing Director
olj@davinci.dk

Andrews Kurth (Middle East) JLT
Suite 4505, Mazaya Business
Avenue BB2, JLT 00971 Dubai
+971 45 67 07 63
www.andrewskurth.com

AVEVA Denmark A/S
Sofiendalsvej 5A // 9200 Aalborg SV
+45 99 30 11 00
www.aveva.com

Bureau Veritas Danmark
Vesterbrogade 149, byg. 4 // 1620 København V
+45 77 31 10 00
www.bvhse.dk

CenSec
N.O. Hansens Vej 4 // 7470 Karup
+45 86 10 03 70
www.censec.dk

Danbor A/S
Kanalen 1 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 79 11 19 00
www.danbor.com

DBI - Danish Institute of Fire and Security
Technology Jernholmen 12 // 2650 Hvidovre
+45 36 34 90 00
www.dbi-net.dk

Contact person:
Klaus Hansen, Key Account Manager
Klaus.Hansen@aveva.com

Contact person:
Peter Balleby, Industry Manager
peter.balleby@dk.bureauveritas.com

Contact person:
Klaus Bolving, CEO
klaus@censec.dk

Contact person: Karina Thomsen,
Head of marketing & communication
kth@danbor.com

Contact person: Ib Bertelsen, Direktør
for center for Kunder og Relationer
ibe@dbi-net.dk

Certex Peter Harbo A/S
Olievej 4 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 13 08 44
www.harbo.dk

Dan-Equip A/S
Taurusvej 18 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 45 10 55
www.dan-equip.dk

Contact person: Thomas Løvgren
Fransen, Managing Director
tlf@harbo.dk

Contact person:
Knud Pedersen, Managing Director
kp@dan-equip.dk

Deloitte Statsautoriseret
Revisionspartnerselskab
Dokken 8 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 79 12 84 44
www.deloitte.dk

Contact person:
Stine Thorup, Attorney
stinethorup@andrewskurth.com

Contact person: Tom Eriksen, Tax Partner
teriksen@deloitte.dk
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Den Danske Vedligeholdsforening
Købmagergade 86, 2. sal
7000 Fredericia // +45 75 91 44 55
www.ddv.org

Drechsler Marine Consult ApS
Volstrupvej 3 // 7560 Hjerm
+45 31 67 80 93
www.d-marine.dk

Endress+Hauser A/S
Poppelgårdvej 10-12
2860 Søborg // +45 70 13 11 32
www.dk.endress.com

Esbjerg Oiltool A/S
Håndværkervej 67 // 6710 Esbjerg V
+45 75 15 64 00
www.esbjergoiltool.dk

FOGA
Trafikhavnskaj 19 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 45 11 44
www.foga.dk

Glaesel HSEQ Management ApS
Vesterballevej 5, 7000 Fredericia
+45 86 51 17 75
www.glaesel-hseq.dk

Contact person:
Eva Mosegaard, Sekretariatschef
em@ddv.org

Contact person:
Lone Drechsler, Owner
ld@d-marine.dk

Contact person: Oline Westerdahl,
Marketing Manager Scandinavia
oline.westerdahl@dk.endress.com

Contact person:
Alfred Sørensen, Direktør
alfred@esbjergoiltool.dk

Contact person:
Bo Fyhring Sørensen, Managing Director
bfs@foga.dk

Contact person:
Kristian Glæsel, Managing Director
Kristian@glaesel-hseq.dk

deugro Danmark A/S
Overgade 21 // 7400 Herning
+45 96 26 57 00
www.deugro.com

DSV Air & Sea A/S
Oliehavnsvej 2 // 8000 Aarhus C
+45 89 36 40 00
www.dk.dsv.com

Energinet.dk
Tonne Kjærsvej 65
7000 Fredericia // +45 70 10 22 44
www.energinet.dk

Esbjerg Shipyard A/S
Molevej 28-30 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 12 01 50
www.esy.dk

FORCE Technology
Park Alle 345 // 2605 Brøndby
+45 43 25 00 00
www.forcetechnology.dk

GMF A/S
Hylkedamvej 70 // 5591 Gelsted
+45 63 46 54 00
www.gmf.dk

Contact person:
Richard Thomsen, Managing Director
richard.thomsen@deugro.com

Contact person:
Jesper Dybdahl, Key Account Manager
jesper.dybdahl@dk.dsv.com

Contact person: Jesper Salling,
Offshore-tekniker Vedligehold Jylland
jes@energinet.dk

Contact person:
Peter Carlsen, Marine Direktør
pc@esy.dk

Contact person:
Elisabeth Bøggild, Direktionssekretær
elb@force.dk

Contact person:
Thomas Pedersen, Director
tp@gmf.dk

DHI
Agern Allé 52970 // Hørsholm
+45 45 16 92 00
www.dhigroup.dk

DTU Wind Energy, Building 115
Frederiksborgvej 399, 4000 Roskilde
+45 46 77 46 77
www.vindenergi.dtu.dk/english

Energistyrelsen
Amaliegade 44
1256 København K // +45 33 92 67 00
www.ens.dk

Esvagt A/S
Dokvej 4 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 78 730 730
www.esvagt.com

Fred. Olsen Windcarrier A/S Denmark
Strevelinsvej 28 // 7000 Fredericia
+45 76 20 36 63
www.windcarrier.com

Grenaa Havn A/S
Neptunvej 1 // 8500 Grenaa
+45 87 58 76 00
www.port-of-grenaa.com

Contact person: Henrik Kofoed-Hansen,
Head, Ports & Offshore
Technology hkh@dhigroup.com

Contact person:
Kenneth Thomsen, Head of Section
ktho@dtu.dk

Contact person:
Martin Hansen, Vicedirektør
mah@ens.dk

Contact person:
Ole Ditlev Nielsen, CCO
odn@esvagt.com

Contact person: Martin Bech, Sales &
Business Development Manager
mbe@windcarrier.com

Contact person:
Henrik Carstensen, Adm. Direktør
hec@grenaahavn.dk

Dialight A/S
Bygmestervej 6 // 2400 København NV
+45 88 77 44 00
www.dialightbti.com

Dynamica Ropes
Børupvej 80 // 7000 Fredericia
+45 76 22 50 15
www.dynamica-ropes.com

Envision Energy, Denmark
Torvet 11, 2. // 8600 Silkeborg
+45 72 44 44 39
www.envisioncn.com

EU Montage Danmark ApS
Snaremosevej 21 F // 7000 Fredericia
+45 75 94 16 11
www.eumontage.dk

Fredericia Maskinmesterskole
Købmagergade 86 // 7000 Fredericia
+45 75 92 28 33
www.fms.dk

Grønlands Arbejdsgiverforening (GA)
Jens Kreutzmannip Aqq. 3 // 3900 Nuuk
+299 32 15 00
www.ga.gl

Contact person:
Claus Larsen, Sales manager
claus.larsen@dialight.com

Contact person:
Jørgen Sørensen, Direktør
joergen@dynamica-ropes.dk

Contact person:
Anders Rebsdorf, Director
anders.rebsdorf@envisioncn.com

Contact person: Jesper Frydensberg,
International Sales Manager
jf@eumontage.dk

Contact person:
Ole Månsson, Adjunkt
oma@fms.dk

Contact person:
Brian Buus Pedersen, Manager
pedersen@ga.gl

DI Energy
H.C. Andersens Boulevard 18
1787 København V // +45 33 77 33 77
www.energi.di.dk

East Metal A/S
Bavnehøjvej 6 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 25 17 99
www.eastmetal.dk

Erhvervsakademi Sydvest
Sp. Kirkevej 103 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 76 13 32 00
www.easv.dk

Europas Maritime Udviklingscenter
Amaliegade 33B // 1256 København K
+45 33 33 74 88
www.emuc.dk

Furmanite A/S
Isefjordsvej 3 // 6715 Esbjerg N
0045 35 34 60 80
www.furmanite.com

Guldager A/S
Hejrevang 1-5 // 3450 Allerød
+45 48 13 44 00
www.guldager.com

Contact person:
Ania Graasbøl-Schmidt, Secretary
ags@di.dk

Contact person:
Erik Gammelgaard, Marketing Manager
ega@eastmetal.dk

Contact person: Sigurd Blöndal, Head of
department - Offshore & Industry
sbl@easv.dk

Contact person:
Mikkel Brønnum Hansen, CEO
mbh@maritimecenter.dk

Contact person: Jimmi Jensen,
Supervisor / Lead Technician
jjensen@furmanite.com

Contact person:
Lars Eger Pedersen, Senior Sales Engineer
lep@guldager.com

DIS, Esbjerg Spangsbjerg
Møllevej 100 // 6705 Esbjerg Ø
+45 87 38 74 50
www.d-i-s.dk

EIVA A/S
Niels Bohrs Vej 17 // 8660 Skanderborg
+45 86 28 20 11
www.eiva.com

Erria A/S
Amager Strandvej 390, 2
2770 Kastrup // +45 33 36 44 00
www.erria.dk

F. Engel K/S
Norgesvej 12 // 6100 Haderslev
+45 74 22 35 35
www.f-engel.com

FURUNO Danmark AS
H.E. Bluhmesvej 77 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 13 22 66
www.furuno.dk

Contact person:
Klaus Hansen, Head of mechanics
kha@d-i-s.dk

Contact person: Anne Juul Andreasen,
Marketing Manager
aja@eiva.com

Contact person:
Niels Berthelsen, HR Manager
nib@erria.dk

Contact person: Tom Hedegaard Pedersen,
Sales- and Marketingmanager
thp@f-engel.com

Contact person:
Oskar Thesbjerg, Manager
ot@furuno.dk

DJURS Wind Power
Færgevej 1, 1. sal // 8500 Grenaa
+45 51 22 02 22
www.djurswindpower.dk

Emco Controls A/S
Høgevej 6, 3400 Hillerød
+45 45 76 94 00
www.emco.dk

Esbjerg Business Development
Centre Niels Bohrs Vej 6
6700 Esbjerg // +45 75 12 37 44
www.eeu.dk

F.C. ROV-Piloting
"Jernet 27" // 6000 Kolding
+45 22 59 23 54
www.fcrov-piloting.com

GADE
Strandvejen 100 // 2900 Hellerup
+45 70 70 10 30
www.gade.com

Contact person: Lene Skovsgaard
Sørensen, Managing director
lss@djurswindpower.dk

Contact person:
Henrik Lisberg, Direktør
hl@emco.dk

Contact person:
Tom L. Nielsen, Director
tln@eeu.dk

Contact person:
Freddy Christensen, Director
f.c.rov.piloting@gmail.com

Contact person:
John Christiansen, CEO
jc@gade.com

Contact person:
Jesper Jacobsen, Dept. Manager
jj@he-as.dk

DNV GL, Esbjerg
Dokken 10 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 79 12 86 00
www.dnvgl.com

Emerson Process Management A/S
Håndværkervej 16, 6710 Esbjerg V
+45 70 25 30 51
www.emersonprocess.dk

Esbjerg Havn
Hulvejen 1 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 12 41 44
www.portesbjerg.dk

FairWind Offshore
Hjulmagervej 6 // 7100 Vejle
+45 31 79 18 26
www.fairwind.dk

Gardit A/S
Veldbæk Industrivej 1
6705 Esbjerg Ø // +45 75 13 17 77
www.gardit.dk

Hempel A/S
Lundtoftegårdsvej 91
2800 Kgs. Lyngby // +45 45 93 38 00
www.hempel.com

Contact person:
Lars Præst Ørsted, Country Manager
lars.orsted@dnvgl.com

Contact person:
Lars Magnusson, Site Team Leader
lars.magnusson@emerson.com

Contact person:
Ole Ingrisch, Port Director
oi@portesbjerg.dk

Contact person:
Jesper Rasmussen, COO Offshore
jera@fairwind.dk

Contact person:
Karl Erik Pedersen, Project Manager
kep@gardit.dk

Contact person:
Klaus Thomassen, Sales Manager
kht@hempel.com

DONG Energy
Nesa Allé 1 // 2820 Gentofte
+45 99 55 11 11
www.dongenergy.com

EMS ApS
Lillebæltsvej 37 // 6715 Esbjerg N
+45 76 56 99 00
www.ems.as

Esbjerg Kommune
Rådhuset // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 76 16 16 16
www.esbjergkommune.dk

Falck Safety Services A/S
Uglviggårdsvej 3 // 6705 Esbjerg Ø
+45 76 12 13 14
www.falcksafety.dk

GasDetect
Ved Fyret 6 // 5500 Middelfart
+45 42 42 50 70
www.gasdetect.dk

HH-Consult A/S
Glarmestervej 22 // 6710 Esbjerg V
+45 76 10 40 55
www.hh-consult.dk

Contact person: Jørgen Nordstjerne
Schmidt, Senior Business Developer,
Procurement Excellence

Contact person: Kenneth Hagelskjær,
Managing Director
ksh@ems.as

Contact person:
Johnny Søtrup, Borgmester
johs@esbjergkommune.dk

Contact person:
Claus Nexø Hansen, CEO
cnh@dk.falcksafety.com

Contact person:
Søren Torsbjerg Møller, Direktør
stm@gasdetect.dk

Contact person:
Joan B. Bach, Adm. Direktør
jbb@hh-consult.dk

Fiskeri- og Søfartsmuseet
Tarphagevej 2 // 6710 Esbjerg V
+45 76 12 20 00
www.fimus.dk

GEUS, Danmarks og Grønlands Geologiske
Undersøgelse Øster Voldgade 10
1350 København K // +45 38 14 20 00
www.geus.dk

Holtec Automatic A/S
Sallingsundvej 2 // 6715 Esbjerg N
+45 76 76 76 76
www.holtec.dk

Contact person:
Mette Guldberg, Konstitueret direktør
mg@fimus.dk

Contact person:
Erik Thomsen, Statsgeolog
et@geus.dk

Contact person:
Peter Dahlgaard, Sales Manager
pd@holtec.dk

• Technically qualified senior consultants
• Experts in finding the right candidates
• Professional approach focusing on individual needs
• Confidential and discrete work processes

In need of
bright
engineers?
The demand for engineers increases
and will continue in the future. In
GADE we are experts in locating the
most qualified people with the right
competencies. Due to our knowledge
and experience with identification and
attraction of bright engineers from
specialist to executive level, we can
help you finding your new colleagues.

GADE is a headhunting company with 30 years of experience within technical, marine and
offshore industries. We headhunt and recruit directors, managers and specialists. Through
our many years of experience, we have built a strong network, which we continue to maintain
and develop. Our senior consultants have many years of technical and commercial management experience and are specialized in finding the most talented candidates and matching
them to our clients’ needs.
You are welcome to contact us at any time:
GADE / Strandvejen 100 / DK-2100 Hellerup / Denmark

Telephone: +45 70 70 10 30
E-mail: info@gade.com

www.gade.com

Hafnia Law Firm
Nyhavn 69 // 1051 København K
+45 33 34 39 00
www.hafnialaw.com
Contact person:
Niels Jørn Friborg, Attorney-at-law
njf@hafnialaw.com
Hanstholm Electronik
Fiskerihavnsgade 9 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 97 96 18 88
www.he-as.dk
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Horten Advokatpartnerselskab
Philip Heymans Allé 7
2900 Hellerup // +45 33 34 40 00
www.horten.dk

Industry Supply Danmark A/S
Niels Jernes Vej 10 // 9220 Aalborg Ø
+45 72 28 69 70
www.industry-supply.dk

Jyske Bank Esbjerg
Torvet 21 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 89 89 98 20
www.jyskebank.dk

Maersk Broker K/S
Midtermolen 1
2100 København Ø // +45 33 63 85 94
www.maerskbroker.com

Maersk Olie og Gas A/S
Britanniavej 10 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 45 13 66
www.maerskoil.com

Nunaoil A/S
Tuapannguit 38 // 3900 Nuuk
+299 32 87 03
www.nunaoil.gl

Contact person:
Christian Tullberg,
ctu@horten.dk

Contact person:
Frank Mikkelsen, Markedschef
fm@industry-supply.dk

Contact person:
Helge Backs, Erhvervsrådgiver
helge.backs@jyskebank.dk

Contact person:
Torben Ørting Jørgensen, General Manager
specton.cph@maerskbroker.com

Contact person: Martin Rune Pedersen,
Managing Director, Danish Business Unit
Martin.Pedersen@maerskoil.com

Contact person:
Hans Kristian Olsen, Managing Director
hko@nunaoil.gl

HSM Industri A/S
Bredstrupvej 50 // 8500 Grenaa
+45 86 32 66 66
www.hsm.dk

Insatech A/S
Næstvedvej 73C // 4720 Præstø
+45 55 37 20 95
www. insatech.com

Keel
Lergravsvej 59A st. // 2300 København S
+45 33 93 34 35
www.keelsolution.com

Maersk Drilling
Jægersborg Alle 4
2920 Charlottenlund // +45 33 63 33 63
www.maersk-drilling.com

Niels Winter Shipping
Nordre Dokkaj 1
6700 Esbjerg // +45 75 12 83 55
www.nielswinther.dk

O&J Energy A/S
Ørnevej 1 // 6705 Esbjerg Ø
+45 75 12 07 44
www.oj-energy.dk

Contact person:
Steen Adamsen, Vice President and CFO
sa@hsm.dk

Contact person:
Lasse Olsen, Sales Manager
lo@insatech.com

Contact person: Dánial Hoydal,
Marketing Director, Partner
dh@keelsolution.com

Contact person:
Michael Hartvigsen,
MHA002@maersk.com

Contact person:
Henrik Otto Jensen
hoj@nielswinther.dk

Contact person:
Kenn Pedersen, Service Manager
kp@oj-energy.dk

Hub North
Boulevarden 13 // 9000 Aalborg
+45 99 31 15 84
www.hubnorth.dk

Inter Primo A/S
Jernbanegade 11 // 6862 Tistrup
+45 75 29 91 77
www.primo.com

KEM Offshore ApS
Vesterhavsgade 47 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 35 10 92 53
www.kem-offshore.dk

Maersk Training Esbjerg A/S
Ravnevej 12 // 6705 Esbjerg Ø
+45 70 22 79 50
www.maersktraining.com

NIRAS A/S
Sortemosevej 19 // 3450 Allerød
+45 48 10 42 00
www.niras.com

Ocean Team Scandinavia A/S
Vesterhavsgade // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 18 00 77
www. oceanteam.dk

Contact person:
Henrik Wadmann, Project Manager
hw@aalborg.dk

Contact person: Jesper H. Thomsen,
Business Area Director
jht@primo.com

Contact person:
John S. Andersen, CEO
jsa@kem-offshore.dk

Contact person: Frank Holst Christoffersen,
Managing Director
FHC008@maersktraining.com

Contact person: Claus Gormsen, Offshore
Wind Project and Market Director
clg@niras.dk

Contact person:
Jens Peter Thomsen, Managing Director
jpt@oceanteam.dk

Hvide Sande Service Group
Fossanæsvej 22 // 6960 Hvide Sande
www.hssg.dk
+45 20 20 79 77

J.A.K. Workwear A/S
Energivej 11 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 76 15 29 29
www.jak.as

Koors Engineering ApS
Holbergs Alle 26 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 41 26 42 94
www.koors-engineering.dk

Marsh A/S
Teknikerbyen 1, 2. sal // 2830 Virum
+45 45 95 95 95
www.marsh.dk

NJORD Lawfirm
Åboulevarden 17 // 8000 Aarhus C
+45 33 12 45 22
www.njordlaw.com

Odense Havn
Noatunvej 2 5000 // Odense C
+45 72 28 20 00
www.odensehavn.dk

Contact person: Esben Thomey Kristensen,
Account Manager
etk@hssg.dk

Contact person:
Michael Withen, CEO/Direktør
mwi@jak.as

Contact person: Hans Jacob Koors, Bachelor
of Science in Engineering
hans@koors-engineering.dk

Contact person:
Carsten Larsen, Client Executive
carsten.larsen@marsh.com

Contact person:
Steffen Hebsgaard Muff, Advokat
shm@njordlaw.com

Contact person:
Carsten Aa, Administrerende direktør
caa@odensehavn.dk

HYTOR A/S
Guldborgsundvej 1 // 6705 Esbjerg Ø
+45 79 13 00 00
www.hytor.com

Jakob Albertsen A/S
Aasiaatvej 5B // 5700 Svendborg
+45 62 20 20 58
www.jakob-albertsen.dk

Lemvigh-Müller A/S
Nordager 1 // 6000 Kolding
+45 36 95 55 00
www.lemu.dk

Masava Kemi ApS
Bodøvej 12 // 5700 Svendborg
+45 66 10 90 60
www.masavakemi.com

Nord-Lock ApS
Abildvej 5E // 5700 Svendborg
+45 21 78 66 99
www.nord-lock.com

Offshore & Marine - Contacts
Silovej 8 // 9900 Frederikshavn
+45 31 50 04 44
www.om-contacts.com

Contact person:
Anne Mette Lorenzen, Marketingchef
aml@hytor.com

Contact person:
John Moritzen, Managing Director
john@jakob-albertsen.dk

Contact person:
Brian Bebe Andersen, Udviklingschef
brib@lemu.dk

Contact person: Michael P. Brøndum
Schmidt, Managing Director
mps@masavakemi.dk

Contact person:
Brian Troest, Sales Manager
brian.troest@nord-lock.com

Contact person:
René Larsen, CEO/Owner
rene@om-contacts.com

IAC Acoustics A/S
Jernholmen 44 // 2650 Hvidovre
+45 36 77 88 00
www.iac-acoustics.com

Jens Lysholdt Eftf. A/S
Fiskebrogade 8 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 12 10 22
www.lysholdt.dk

LICengineering A/S
Kirkegade 25 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 18 16 88
www.liceng.dk

Maskinmestrenes Forening
Sankt Annæ Plads 16
1250 København K // +45 33 36 49 20
www.mmf.dk

North Sea Offshore Service Group
Havnegade 15, 2. // 7680 Thyborøn
+45 93 20 88 89
www.nsosg.dk

Offshoreenergy.dk
Dokvej 3 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 36 97 36 70
www.offshoreenergy.dk

Contact person:
Lars Birch Nielsen, Managing Director
lbn@iac-nordic.dk

Contact person:
Allan Bloch Andersen, Sales Manager
alan@lysholdt.dk

Contact person:
Morten Christensen, Section Head
esbjerg@liceng.dk

Contact person:
Per Jørgensen, Formand
pej@mmf.dk

Contact person: Finn Kjelstrup Pedersen,
Koordinator/Projektleder
fkp@nsosg.dk

Contact person:
Glenda Napier, CEO
gn@offshoreenergy.dk

IAT Base & Energy A/S
Toldbodvej 1 // 6800 Esbjerg
+45 75 13 10 22
www.iat.dk

JKS a/s
Bavnehøjvej 12, st. // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 76 14 17 50
www.jks.dk

Logi Trans AS
Baggeskærvej 40 // 7400 Herning
+45 96 60 14 00
www.logitrans.no

MHI Vestas Offshore Wind A/S
Dusager 4 // 8200 Aarhus N
+45 88 44 89 00
www.mhivestasoffshore.com

North Sea Shipbrokers
Nyhavnsgade 37 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 12 70 77
www. north-sea-ship.dk

OKM A/S
Fabriksvej 21 // 6270 Tønder
+45 74 71 04 66
www.okm.as

Contact person:
Søren Pedersen, Key Account Manager
slp@iat.dk

Contact person:
Jeanette Kallehauge, Afdelingsleder
jka@jks.dk

Contact person:
Brian Jeppesen, Traffic Manager
bj@logitrans.no

Contact person:
Jens Tommerup, CEO
jetom@mhivestasoffshore.com

Contact person:
Anders Helsinghoff Fjord, Direktør
anders@north-sea-ship.dk

Contact person: Robert Okholm,
Mechanical engineer. Director
ro@okm.as

IFS Danmark A/S
Arne Jacobsens Allé 15-17
2300 København S // +45 43 28 89 00
www.ifsworld.com/dk/industries/oil_and_gas

Jobcenter Esbjerg, Team Energi
Exnersgade 33 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 76 16 73 00
www.jobcenteresbjerg.dk

LORC
Kystvejen 100 // 5330 Munkebo
+45 70 23 04 30
www.lorc.dk

Ministry of Foreign Affairs - Trade Council
Asiatisk Plads 2 // 1448 København K
+45 33 92 00 00
www.um.dk

NSG Wind A/S
Kanalen 1 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 79 11 19 00
www.nsgwind.com

Olie Gas Danmark
Knabrostræde 30, st.
1210 København K // +45 38 41 18 80
www.oilgasdenmark.dk

Contact person: Birgitte Michelsen Dam,
Marketing Project Manager
birgitte.dam@ifsworld.com

Contact person:
Frits T. Sørensen, Konsulent
fts@esbjergkommune.dk

Contact person:
Torben Lorentzen, CEO
tl@lorc.dk

Contact person:
Jacob Linulf, Chefrådgiver
jaklin@um.dk

Contact person: Marianne Sommer,
Head of Communication
marianne.sommer@nsgwind.com

Contact person:
Martin Næsby, Administrende Direktør
martin.naesby@oilgasdenmark.dk

IFU/IØ – The Industrialization Fund for
Developing Countries Fredericiagade 27
1310 København K // +45 33 63 75 00
www.ifu.dk

JobTeam
Kongensgade 104 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 45 20 20
www.jobteam.dk

Lund Skilte A/S
Sjællandsgade 39 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 13 14 00
www.lundskilte.dk

MJC Metal A/S
Stenhuggervej 13 // 6710 Esbjerg V
+45 75 14 04 00
www.mjc-metal.dk

NT Offshore
Havdigevej 7 // 6710 Esbjerg
+45 20 53 73 93
www.nt-offshore.dk

OPS Group
Frederiksborggade 15
1360 København K // +45 33 68 15 37
www.opsgroup.com

Contact person: Ib Albertsen,
Senior Investment Manager
lj@ifu.dk

Contact person:
Lone Madsen, Afdelingsleder
lm@jobteam.dk

Contact person:
Jakob Lund Direktør
jl@lundskilte.dk

Contact person:
Jens Friis, CEO
jf@mjc-metal.dk

Contact person: Jimmy Thyregod
Kristensen, Managing Director
jtk@nt-offshore.dk

Contact person:
Bethan Johns, Business Manager
bethan@opsgrp.com

MM SURVEY ApS
10. Juli Vej 1 // 6070 Christiansfeld
+45 60 74 63 38
www.mmsurvey.dk

NTD offshore A/S
Herningvej 78-80 // 6950 Ringkøbing
+45 96 74 29 08
www.ntd-offshore.com

Orbicon
Ringstedvej 20 // 4000 Roskilde
+45 46 30 03 10
www.orbicon.dk

Contact person:
Marcin Mikolajczyk, Director
mm@mmsurvey.dk

Contact person:
Ole Pedersen, Manager B.Sc.
op@ntd-offshore.com

Contact person:
Marianne Madsen, Områdedirektør
mmad@orbicon.dk
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Orogenic Aps
Gunhilds Plads 6 // 7100 Vejle
+45 72 18 38 83
www.orogenic.dk

ProMetal A/S
Industrivej 3A // 5500 Middelfart
+45 70 27 22 22
www.prometal.dk

Rybners
Spangsbjerg Møllevej 72
6700 Esbjerg // +45 79 13 45 11
www.rybners.dk

Solar Danmark A/S
Industrivej Vest 43 // 6600 Vejen
+45 76 52 70 30
www.solar.dk

Top Rejser A/S
Storegade 59 // 6100 Haderslev
+45 70 20 62 75
www.toprejser.dk

Windahl Sandroos & Co.
Frederiksgade 7
1265 København K // +45 35 25 38 00
www.wsco.dk

Contact person:
Bjarne Jensen, Director
bj@orogenic.dk

Contact person:
Leif Munk, Owner and General Manger
lm@prometal.dk

Contact person:
Peter Amstrup, President
PA@rybners.dk

Contact person: Bjarne Tarp,
Sales Manager Offshore/Marine
bt@solar.dk

Contact person:
Michael Prehn, CEO
mip@top-rejser.dk

Contact person:
Bo Sandroos, Attorney-at-law
bos@wsco.dk

OurProduct ApS
Ærøvej 14 // 6710 Esbjerg V
+45 3016 6776
www.ourproduct.dk

PWC
Stormgade 50 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 76 12 45 00
www.pwc.dk

Scandinavian Fittings & Flangers Aps
Sallingsundvej 7 // 6715 Esbjerg N
+45 76 12 76 00
www.sffgroup.com

Stena Recycling A/S
Damsbovej 20 // 5492 Vissenbjerg
+45 56 67 95 50
www.stenarecycling.com

Trimatic Automation A/S
Storegade 82 // 6430 Nordborg
+45 73 45 05 45
www.trimatic.dk

World Fuel Services Denmark
Torvebyen 8, 1. th. // 4600 Køge
+45 56 78 82 00
www.wfscorp.com

Contact person:
Michael L. Madsen, Owner
mlm@ourproduct.dk

Contact person: Jane Slot,
Business Development Coordinator
JSI@pwc.dk

Contact person: Claus Rönnpage-Nislev,
Managing Director
crn@sffgroup.com

Contact person:
Kenn Stougaard, Key Account Manager
kenn.stougaard@stenarecycling.com

Contact person:
Claus Sørensen, CEO
cs@trimatic.dk

Contact person:
Lise Colding, Broker
ttsdk@wfscorp.com

P.N. Erichsen A/S
Magnoliavej 10 // 5250 Odense SV
+45 66 17 09 00
www.pne.dk

Qaasuitsup Kommunia
Noah Mølgaardsvej 9 // 3952 Ilulissat
+299 94 79 26
www.qaasuitsup.gl

Seacon A/S
Vesterbrogade 17
1620 København V // +45 70 21 21 41
www.seacon.dk

Strenov Produkter
Kongevejen 213 // 2830 Virum
steel.strenovprodukter.dk
+45 45 95 07 00

Valtor Offshore A/S
Oddesundvej 5 // 6715 Esbjerg N
+45 75 14 44 11
www.valtor.com

World Marine Offshore
Havdigevej 7 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 50 40 50
www.wm-offshore.com

Contact person:
Esben Erichsen, Direktør
ee@pne.dk

Contact person:
Hans Eriksen, Fg. Adm. direktør
hae@qaasuitsup.gl

Contact person:
Hans Ohrt, Direktør
ho@seacon.dk

Contact person:
Merete Strenov, Sales Denmark
mst@strenov.dk

Contact person: Ole Kristensen,
Business Development Manager
ok@valtor.com

Contact person:
Jesper Mortensen, CCO
jmo@wm-offshore.com

Persolit A/S
Tarp Byvej 147 // 6715 Esbjerg N
+45 70 20 06 13
www.persolit.dk

R&D A/S
Delta 4 // 8382 Hinnerup
+45 81 10 32 00
www.rdas.dk

Semco Maritime A/S
Esbjerg Brygge 30 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 79 16 66 66
www.semcomaritime.com

Vattenfall, Esbjerg
Exnersgade 2 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 88 27 50 00
www.vattenfall.dk

Würth Industri Danmark A/S
Merkurvej 5 // 6000 Kolding
+45 73 20 73 20
www.wuerthindustri.dk

Contact person:
Kurt Ø. Hansen, Project Manager
koeh@persolit.dk

Contact person:
Søren Schmidt Kellenberger, CSO
ssk@rdas.dk

Contact person:
Carsten Nielsen, Vice President
semco@semcomaritime.com

Styrelsen for Forskning og Innovation
Bredgade 40 // 1260 København K
+45 35 44 62 00
www.ufm.dk/minister-og-ministerium/organisation/styrelsen-for-forskning-og-innovation
Contact person: Shin Skovbølling Knudsen,
Fuldmægtig / Cand.polyt slsk@fi.dk

Contact person: Bent Johansen,
Head of Generation Offshore East
bent.johansen@vattenfall.com

Contact person: Jacob Martin Axelsen,
Sales- & Market Manager
jacob.axelsen@wuerth-industri.dk
Mail?

Phoenix International A/S
Industrivej Vest 11 // 6600 Vejen
+4576 96 34 00
www.phoenixint.dk

R. Frimodt Pedersen A/S
Ndr. Stationsvej 3 // 8721 Daugård
+45 75 89 54 44
www.frimodt-p.dk

Siemens Industry Software A/S
Borupvang 9 // 2750 Ballerup
+45 44 77 44 77
www.siemens.dk/comos

Sverdrup Steel Ferskvandscentret
Vejlsøvej 51 // 8600 Silkeborg
+45 29 78 82 77
www.sverdrupsteel.com

Victor A/S
Silovej 8 // 9900 Frederikshavn
+45 96 21 00 55
www.victor-as.dk

Zacco
Arne Jacobsens Allé 15 // 2300 Kbh
+45 39 48 80 00
www.zacco.com

Contact person:
René Koch, Managing Director
reko@phoenixint.dk

Contact person:
Ulrik Kvist, Key Account Manager
uk@frimodt-p.dk

Contact person:
Elisabeth Molz, Marketing Manager
elisabeth.molz@siemens.com

Contact person:
Marlene Thomassen, Sales Manager
marlene@sverdrupsteel.com

Contact person:
Ole Nygaard, Man. Director
on@victor-as.dk

Contact person: Hans C. Nielsen,
Patent Attorney, Manager
hans.nielsen@zacco.com

Pieter Mouritsen A/S
Lanciavej 13 // 7100 Vejle
+45 75 75 46 64
www.pm.dk

Ramboll Offshore Wind
Willemoesgade 2 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 51 61 10 00
www.ramboll-wind.com

Siemens Wind Power A/S, Brande
Borupvej 16 // 7330 Brande
+45 96 33 44 33
www.siemens.dk

Syddansk Universitet, Esbjerg
Niels Bohrs Vej 9 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 65 50 41 14
www.sdu.dk

VIKING Life-Saving Equipment A/S
Sædding Ringvej 13 // 6710 Esbjerg V
+45 76 11 81 00
www.viking-life.com

Zenitel Denmark A/S
Park Allé 350A // 2605 Brøndby
+45 43 43 74 11
www.vingtor.com

Contact person:
Pieter Mouritsen, Adm. Direktør
pm@pm.dk

Contact person: Klaus Andersen,
Head of Wind & Towers Department
kxa@ramboll.com

Contact person: Jesper Møller,
Head of Offshore Concepts & Solutions
jem@siemens.com

Contact person:
Svend Ole Madsen, Lektor
som@sam.sdu.dk

Contact person: Thomas Hestehave, Global
Marketing Communications Executive
thh@viking-life.com

Contact person: Dennis BjørnKristensen, key account manager
dennis.Kristensen@zenitel.com

PMC Hydraulics as
Lammefjordsvej 2 // 6715 Esbjerg N
+45 75 14 44 44
www.pmctechnology.dk

Ramboll Oil & Gas, Esbjerg
Willemoesgade 2 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 51 61 10 00
www.ramboll.com

Sihm Højtryk A/S
Guldborgsundvej 3 // 6705 Esbjerg Ø
+45 75 15 97 00
www.sihm.dk

Sydvestjysk Udviklingsforum
Niels Bohrs Vej 6 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 36 97 35 10
www.svuf.dk

Vordingborg Kommune
Postboks 200 // 4760 Vordingborg
+45 55 36 36 36
www.vordingborg.dk

Øer A/S
Voldbjergvej 12A, 2
8240 Risskov // +45 86 34 15 78
www.oerenergy.dk

Contact person: Hardy Jeremiassen,
Sales and Project Manager
hardy.jeremiassen@pmctechnology.dk

Contact person: Jens Rebsdorf-Gregersen,
Senior Director, North Sea
jeg@ramboll.com

Contact person:
Frank Sihm, Manager
fsihm@aquatool.dk

Contact person:
Erik Dam, Projektleder
eda@svuf.dk

Contact person: Lau Svendsen-Tune,
Direktion, Udviklingsdirektør
lst@vordingborg.dk

Contact person:
Rasmus Bøgelund, Director Sales
rb@oerenergy.dk

Rønne Havn
Sydhavnsvej 12 // 3700 Rønne
+45 56 95 06 78
www.roennehavn.dk

Region Syddanmark
Damhaven 12 // 7100 Vejle
+45 76 63 10 00
www.rsyd.dk

SIMAC
Graaesvej 27 // 5700 Svendborg
+45 72 21 55 00
www.simac.dk

TARGET TEXT
Jernbanegade 27 // 6000 Kolding
+45 51 35 70 17
www.targettext.dk

Wadden Sea Offshore
Havnepladsen 6 // 6792 Rømø
+45 30 80 75 68
www. wso.dk

Aalborg Universitet Esbjerg
Niels Bohrs Vej 8 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 99 40 99 40
www.esbjerg.aau.dk

Contact person: Ulla Kiersgaard,
Manager Maritime Services
ulla.kiersgaard@roennehavn.dk

Contact person:
Anders T. Bræstrup, Udviklingskonsulent
atb@rsyd.dk

Contact person:
Thorkil Hansen, Studieleder
tkh@simac.dk

Contact person:
Jane Stewart, Owner
info@targettext.dk

Contact person:
Robert Okholm, Netværk Manager
ro@wso.dk

Contact person: Anders Schmidt
Kristensen, Associate Professor
ask@civil.aau.dk

Port of Rømø
Havnepladsen 6 // 6792 Rømø
+45 74 33 44 24
www.portromo.dk

RIMECO Aktieselskab
Skibbroen 20, 6200 Åbenrå
+45 74 62 03 00
www.rimeco.dk

SITECH Marine Danmark A/S
Mossvej 9 // 8700 Horsens
+45 72 20 70 85
www.sitech.dk

TESS Esbjerg ApS
Tværkaj 4 // 6700 Esbjerg
+45 75 45 78 51
www.TESS.eu

Wave Star A/S
Park Allé 350 A // 2605 Brøndby
+45 40 40 46 96
www.wavestarenergy.com

8.2 Consulting Denmark
Adelvej 65 // 6940 Lem st
+45 25 55 02 03
www.8p2.de

Contact person:
Thorkil Hansen, Port Manager
th@portromo.dk

Contact person:
Klaus Peter Riggelsen, CEO
kpr@rimeco.dk

Contact person:
Knud Rolskov Rasmussen
mail@sitech.dk

Contact person:
René Birkemose, Key Account Manager
rb@tess.eu

Contact person:
Bent Kristensen, Adm. Direktør
bk@wavestarenergy.com

Contact person: Rasmus Ilum Nielsen,
Key Account Manager
rasmus.nielsen@8p2.dk

Thyborøn Havn
Tankskibsvej 4 // 7680 Thyborøn
+45 97 83 11 88
www.thyboronport.dk

Wind And Water Technology
Guldagervej 56 // 6710 Esbjerg V
+45 70 20 57 71
www.wawt.dk

Contact person: Torben Lindberg
Strømgaard, Head of Sales & Marketing
ts@thyboronport.dk

Contact person:
Peter Jakobsen, Managing Director
pj@wawt.dk

(findes på omslaget)
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PROFESSIONAL SUPPLIER
OF TAILOR MADE SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR NEXT
OFFSHORE PROJECT
Danbor was established in 1974 as a supply base for oil and gas activities in the Danish part of the North Sea. Since then,
Danbor has developed a strong position in the offshore, energy, and transportation industries as a leading service provider and
logistics company operating worldwide. Being headquartered in Esbjerg, Danbor employs 500 people onshore and offshore.
Today, Danbor has evolved to become a one-stop shop for offshore wind, oil and gas companies. We consider our employees our
most important asset. Hence our payoff: OUR PEOPLE – OUR PROMISE. Danbor is part of Norwegian NorSea Group.
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